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18 Key identified Marlborough tourism industry Strategies 

•  Wine Visitor Strategy

•  Cycle Visitor Strategy

• Iwi engagement partnership strategy

•  Cruise management Strategy

•  South Marlborough business Development strategy

•  Visitor Seafood strategy

•  Business and Events Seasonality Strategy

•  Four Valleys Strategy

•  Marlborough Environmental Tourism Strategy

•  Queen Charlotte Track – future resilience strategy

•  Marlborough Cross sector partnership strategy

•  Town Centre improvement strategy

•  Culture Arts & Heritage Strategy

•  Marlborough tourism industry education strategy

•  Marlborough signage, interpretation, access, and safety strategy

•  Wider Te Tauihu and top of the South partnership strategy

•  Transport access Strategy

•  Marlborough Sounds Opportunity project
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• Complete the Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre 
proposed extensions

• Champion the proposed Rangitane Cultural centre

• Transform Picton–Waitohi via a long–term visitor plan

• Partner with DOC & iwi to develop new natural environment 
visitor experiences

• Coordinate and advise around new central Blenheim 
visitor experiences

• Develop new seafood visitor experiences around 
Havelock and Pelorus

• Flesh out Aviation as key Marlborough visitor element

• Expand regional accommodation offering via themed clusters

• Embrace new technologies to enable tourism in Marlborough

Aligning the process of implementing actions, strategies, 
and opportunities with the MBIE Destination Management 
Planning Framework

•  Referencing MBIE guidelines back to the plan

•  Overarching approaches

•  Identified strategies

•  Location enhancement

•  Product development

•  Activities by Destination Marlborough

•  Local governance

Appendix – Inter–agency alignment

1. DOC V&H Strat

2. Te Tau Ihu IS

3. Kotahitanga Mo Te Taiao

4. Comms for Enviro report

5. Tourism Futures taskforce

6. Ministry of Primary industries

7. NZ Aquaculture strategy

8. Tourism Sustainability commitment

9. Tiaki promise

10. Qualmark assurance programme

11. MarketView visitor flow findings

12. UK & Aust flows

13. Domestic Flows

14. Angus Well & Chch Domestic data

15. Destination Capacity – Visitor flow study

16. Visitor flow mapping 

This Strategy was developed with support from the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment
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Visitation and tourism by its very nature is very personal to us all, 
occurring within and amongst our local community and environment.

As Marlburians it touches our places and spaces – tourism changes 
who we are, how we see ourselves, and where we live.

Visitors arrive, they explore, share, experience, learn, spend, stay, eat, 
and drink our part of the world.

Marlborough is unique from anywhere else and has built its wealth 
firmly around a healthy environment – in its mountains, valleys, and 
coastlines. A long and colourful heritage of evolving communities 
has produced a region of collective ambition, innovation, and 
rich narratives.

 Our climate, wines, seafood, communities, and landscapes attract 
locals and internationals alike.

Tourism offers the opportunity to give back using resources earned 
to improve our standard of living and restore the environment.

This is a plan of shared responsibility by the community 
promoting new opportunity and recognising a collective and 
regenerative future.

Vision and Aspiration for  
the Marlborough Destination 
Management Plan

The regional visitor industry sits both within our community and 
Marlborough’s unique geographic setting. Visitor experiences are 
shaped by this region’s unique destination attributes and bought to 
life as an experience through the welcome and hospitality offered 
by the local community. A future focused regenerative visitor space 
demands a balanced well–planned approach matching the needs of 
the locals, the environment, and the industry itself.

Success for the Marlborough Destination Management Plan 
will include.

• Enhancing the lives of the local community.

• Developing the local visitor industry to its most suitable potential 
ensuring a vibrant diversified economy and profitable businesses 
throughout the entire region.

• Creating a stable, year–round balanced destination that 
sustains, and where possible, regenerates the local environment.

• Improving regional planning, coordination, and communication 
within the tourism sector as well as with local government, iwi, and 
other community & agency groups.

• Celebrating and sharing our place and all the diversity it offers.

The outcomes as outlined in our regional 
vision and aspiration will result in
• A community that embraces visitation and benefits from tourism 

socially, economically, environmentally and culturally

• Visitors who discover Marlborough are enriched by their 
experience, contribute towards, and become ambassadors 
for the region

• An environment that is improving rather than degrading through the 
resources visitation brings to the region

• Marlborough agencies and industry sectors are working in unison 
and have a clear collective understanding of what tourism 
offers the region

• Commercial success for all invested in the visitor sector created by 
a clear unified approach to how the region is marketed

• With visitation shared with the community and seen as a 
celebration of our unique place

 This aligned plan and vision for our destination is essential to 
ensure all parts of our region stay in tune now and into the future, 
that business can flourish, that all members of the community and 
industry align in a common agreed approach.

Tim Fulton, Chair Destination Marlborough Trust, on behalf of the 
Destination Marlborough Trustees

Foreword

Saint Clair Vineyard Estate
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Executive summary
Marlborough, a region blessed with opportunity. It’s warm inviting 
climate, landscapes and initiative-taking proud community ensure 
this part of central New Zealand welcomes visitors from all over 
– both domestic & international. Traditional visitors’ magnets, the 
regions globally renown wine and the unique Marlborough Sounds 
have served the province well - but further opportunities abound. 
Marlborough has been fortunate to have largely avoided over tourism 
seen in some parts of the rest of New Zealand, and local community 
remains supportive with social licence remaining high for visitation. 

Tourism, our fourth largest regional industry pillar is responsible 
for over 6% of Marlborough’s total GDP. A traditional split of 60% 
domestic visitors and 40% international has protected the regions 
visitor industry from the worst during the current pandemic 
period. The regions four valleys – Te Hoiere/Pelorus, Tōtaranui /
Queen Charlotte, Wairau and Awatere/South Marlborough are 
home to united yet differentiated communities, communities 
with the environment – Te Taiao - at their very heart as they live, 
produce, host, share and celebrate this special and unique part 
of New Zealand. The additional natural environs and Department 
of Conservation estate offer quintessential mountain and coastal 
experiences for locals and visitors alike and align our region to a 
wider New Zealand experience. 

This, the Marlborough Destination Management Plan, seeks to layout 
a clear and positive future path forward for the local community and 
visitor industry.

The community 

By better understanding regional strengths and opportunities that 
the region harbours this plan examines how the local community, 
iwi, government organisations and other groups and agencies can 

achieve collective intergenerational success with the environment is 
at the centre. Alignment of a common future message for all industry 
pillars and regional segments of the community is core to the 
success of a wider more, diverse, resilient, and authentic destination.

Marlborough has always been a cultural melting pot as peoples have 
met and overlapped in this important interisland staging post. There 
are a multitude of enthralling intergenerational stories waiting to be 
shared with visitors in a multicultural inclusive future focused fashion. 
More work and partnerships will uncover rich community narratives, 
and now is the time to amplify these. 

The visitor experience

By identifying visitor product gaps, current experience and sector 
underperformance, the Marlborough Destination Management Plan 
seeks to facilitate better visitor experience, increased length of stay, 
and overall spend, while at the same time spreading and mitigating 
negative impacts and sharing the benefits to a wider part of the 
region geographically.

The environment

Changes in our world - politically, socially, environmentally, and 
digitally over the recent past have called into question the historical 
approach to destination management globally. Our recovery from 
Covid, and the future management and preservation of the visitor 
experience have required this plan to take a regenerative approach 
and consider tourism industry resource use more in the light of a 
primary industry, with the land and environment at its heart and 
a long-term intergenerational perspective, aligning with wider 
traditional rural and iwi community caring values.

This plan promotes the recognition where possible of the te 
ao Māori philosophy – (the recognition of the interconnectivity 
between all living and non living things), carbon reduction initiatives, 
partnerships with DOC, and other environmentally focused groups 
that will enhance the local regional cultural environment mindset for 
generations to come.

Our four valleys 

By examining individual valley environment spaces in the region 
and the community within each while aligning these with centralised 
urban and town visitor service hubs, Marlborough can proactively 
broaden the visitor offering, expanding length of stay, present 
new regionally appropriate visitor products, and at the same 
time improving local resident lifestyle infrastructure. Visitors will 
be offered greater options in more locations that will transcend 
into longer, in depth, meaningful, transformational, and authentic 
visitor experiences.
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The total region as one

This plan, through a range of product development and strategic 
initiative actions seeks to leverage off regional natural advantages, 
whilst enhancing local community pride and lifestyles.  The collective 
view through a “Marlborough Inc” lens will allow traditionally separate 
industry pillars to work cohesively to position our region as a high 
value primary producer with unique attributes to the world.

Our collective clarity of direction and partnerships

By addressing core issues around regional visitor dispersal, 
existing and new infrastructure, seasonality, and maximising 
access opportunities, whether they be externally or internally, the 
Marlborough Destination Management Plan seeks cohesive clarity of 
direction for the visitor sector maximising the unique central location 
of the region within New Zealand.

Partnering with neighbours in Te Tauihu, Te Wai Pounamu, and 
wider Aotearoa will ensure adoption of regional land nationally led 
environmental and industry management frameworks that share 
resources and reduce costs on a local level.

Our core regional truths

This plan reconfirms the regions key six unique visitor selling 
points  - wine, seafood, aviation, sounds, heritage arts & culture,  
and the natural environments  while aligning these with the two key 
geographic strengths of location and climate. 

Plan sub strategies

From this process eighteen sub-strategies have been identified and 
form a roadmap of activations that will drive the main outcomes 
from the core findings. The immediate key priorities focus on the 
following areas:

• Improve the wine visitor experience

• Enhance cycleway connectivity and access

• Participate in meaningful partnerships with iwi & incorporate te ao 
Māori stewardship practices

• Manage and reduce impact of cruise including regional 
dispersal of visitors

• Support development of tourism businesses in Awatere Valley and 
South Marlborough

• Enhance visitor access to seafood visitor experiences and support 
new product development

Targeted projects within the plan

Complementing these sub strategies, nine visitor products and 
infrastructure projects have been outlined as key areas to target. 
These include but are not limited to:

• Championing development of Blenheim Rangitāne Cultural centre 
and Wairau Bar experience

• Transforming Waitohi – Picton from gateway to destination 

• Partnering with local iwi, communities and DOC to explore 
regenerative tourism experiences around flora and fauna

• Identifying and activating future potential visitor experiences, 
spaces and precincts in central Blenheim e.g. urban wine and 
food experience

• Connecting the seafood and wine experiences to develop 
seafood-based product in Te Hoiere – Pelorus and Havelock

Our future

This pathway is just the start of the journey and the plans and 
strategies outlined with this project are way finders to a better future. 
The future starts here maximising our existing assets and developing 
the way forward that aligns with visitor and locals’ expectations. 
By targeting exciting new visitor experiences  and aligning 
environmental and community projects we will will create a clear, 
tangible, and regenerative direction for Marlborough

Come with us and be part of this journey.
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What exactly  
is a destination 
management plan?
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Key components making  
up the Marlborough Destination 
Management Plan
• Destination definition, vision, and data – What are we?  

What do we want to be?

• The brand narrative, and strategic fit with markets – Who are 
we? what is our story? and who are we aiming at?

• Product development, amenities, services, and infrastructure – 
how can we improve the full visitor experience & journey?

• Access – how do visitors get to us? How can we make it easier?

• Leadership and management structures, risk management, – 
who is setting the direction? Who’s responsible?

• Capability and development – can we do it better?

• Environmental stewardship – sustainable and regenerative for 
this who come after us.

• Community attitudes – is everyone on board with tourism?

• Success measures – how will we know if we have succeeded?

Source – Destination Management Guidelines – MBIE 2020 – (defined to 9 
items from original 16)

Why a Destination Management Plan  
and Why now?

Industry and market changes that have pointed towards the need for 
a Marlborough Destination Management Plan.

The destination of Marlborough, as part of the wider New Zealand 
tourism industry has experienced rapid and continued visitor growth 
over the past 30 years. 

In 1992, New Zealand passed the milestone of 1 million international 
visitors per annum. By 2019, there were over 3.8M international 
arrivals representing an average cumulative growth of 8.17% per 
annum over 17 years.

Traditional western international markets including Australia, North 
America and Europe/UK morphed into a much wider portfolio of 
visitor segments, and by 2018, China was New Zealand second 
largest market. Other expanding visitor sources including Southeast 
& North Asia, South America, and India who had added to swollen 
visitor arrivals.

Visitor travel styles had evolved from the more traditional coach 
tours to include backpackers, self–drive rental, motorhomes, cruise 
ships as well as longer stay education and working visa arrivals.

Annual visitor arrivals
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Launched in 1999 – the New Zealand 100% Pure Campaign 
positioned the destination as a clean, green paradise at the bottom 
of the world – a must see on the traveller’s long–haul bucket list and 
globally positioned at the top of the most desired places to visit.

Aligned with this world leading destination branding we have 
witnessed an increasingly digitised planet providing far flung 
destinations with easily accessible information platforms that deliver 
unique visitor offerings instantly to global fingertips. 

This combination of information and growing global economies 
with emerging middle–class wealth resulted in a period of 
rapid international visitor growth peaking at around 40% 
between 2015 – 2019.

From this recent 4– 5–year period of strong international visitor 
growth, wider New Zealand both environmentally and socially 
noticed the impacts of increased visitor volumes. The combination 
of peak seasonality and geographically focused visitor experiences 
in key locations created a sense that not all was as it should be in 
100% pure New Zealand. Locations that included visitor icons such 
as Milford Sound, Punakaiki, and Aoraki /Mount Cook National Park 
experienced visitor numbers in peak season beyond environmental 
and social carrying capacity. 

Changes in the nature of visitor travel style including freedom 
camping or cruise ships delivered a wider impact to many new 
locations throughout New Zealand previously unseen.

As comparatively new markets like China grew very quickly in visitor 
volumes to become New Zealand’s second largest visitor market, 
this segment had also moved increasing away from bulk coach travel 
into 40% independent self–drive travel in style, the impacts of which 
became more obvious and visual to the local communities.

Problems with growing numbers of unmanaged freedom campers 
staying in poorly serviced free camping spots caused wide public 
concerns, while the rapid growth of cruise ship arrivals and their 
associated instant high volumes of often low yielding short stay 
visitors was a very visual image of global mass tourism in the 
wider community.

A holistic planning approach to ensure best match 
between visitor experiences and community outcome.

What exactly is a destination 
management plan?

Source – Stats NZ
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Tourism New Zealand and Tourism Industry Aotearoa have been 
aware and active for several years seeking to address these growing 
issues – programmes including the Tiaki Promise and the Tourism 
Sustainability Commitment have sought to manage impacts as well 
as educate visitors on the community’s expectations. Undertaking 
“mood of the nation” surveys, researchers found that by 2017 40% of 
New Zealanders were worried about the impact of the tourism boom 
– double the amount in a survey taken 2 years earlier (stuff 18/01/18). 
The tide had been changing well before Covid struck.

Regional Tourism Organisations have traditionally been funded 
for destination marketing to produce visitor growth and increased 
spend. Because of the changing industry position, these same 
regional tourism organisations have rapidly evolved to cater for the 
much larger challenge of destination management.

During the earlier phases of the Covid 19 pandemic the New 
Zealand Government via MBIE developed the Strategic Tourism 
Assets Protection Programme (STAPP). As part of this 31 regional 
tourism organisations nationwide were initially funded to a total of 
$20.2M in order to develop destination management plans, MBIE 
recognised “RTOs play an important role in supporting the tourism 
system. The tourism sector depends on capable, secure, and 
adequately resourced RTOs that lead and coordinate activities in 
their regions, alongside the tourism industry, stakeholders, Māori/iwi, 
and communities.

Overall, the investment will support RTOs to implement destination 
management and planning and encourage more people to explore 
their regions. The funding will also allow RTOs to support the broader 
tourism industry, stimulate regional demand, increase industry 
capability, and progress the goals of the New Zealand–Aotearoa 
Government Tourism Strategy.” – source MBIE website 2022.

Focus has needed to shift towards ensuring community licence is 
maintained and enhanced, the environment is protected, the regions 
narrative aligns with its unique position and new visitor products are 
developed accordingly.

Pre Covid there was a growing recognition of New Zealand’s 
environmental limits in terms of visitation volumes. Since early 2020 
the Covid–19 pandemic has allowed New Zealanders to rediscover 
our country, and time for reflection. 

Marlborough as a region is in a more fortunate position than many 
other regions, with a diversified economy, a strong tradition of 
domestic visitation and a largely underdeveloped commercial 
tourism segment. This region can reposition and re–jig its 
tourism industry to suit the future visitor expectations and evolve 
further catering to a continued domestic visitor dominance over 
the near term. 

Statement by the Minister  
of  Tourism Hon. Stuart Nash 
– June 2021

A Destination Management Plan aims to create:

“Balanced environmental protection, emissions reduction, maintaining 
social licence alongside traditional marketing, with local culture and 
economic considerations”.

A Destination Management Plan therefore must:

• Reflect aspirations of local community, iwi, and wider area stakeholders

• DMP approaches are included and resourced in council plans & budgets

• Seeking initiatives that make a substantive difference to the region’s 
tourism from a community or environmental perspective

• Identify user pays initiatives

• Move from sustainable tourism to regenerative tourism

• Seeking high level of local consultation 

Picton Mahau Wairau

The 4 Well beings –  
a community opportunity as a destination

“The Local Government (Community Well–being) 
Amendment Bill reinstated the four aspects 
of community well–being – social, economic, 
environmental, and cultural – into the Local 
Government Act. The reinstatement of the four 
well–beings is formal recognition that councils have 
a significant role to play in lifting the quality of life of 
our people, and the health of our environment.

As the operational arm of government, councils 
deliver infrastructure vital to our economy, such 
as roads, three waters and housing infrastructure, 
cultural and social amenities such as events, parks, 
libraries, pools and balance the built environment 
with the natural environment through the RMA.  
The reinstatement of the four well–beings 
acknowledges that through all these services, 
and more, local government has a broader role 
in fostering liveable communities, than simply 
providing core services.”

Source – Local Government NZ website – May 2019
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Our Care, our Cooperation, our Welcome 
as a destination – The New Zealand way
• Embracing the concept of Kaitiakitanga at our regional cultural 

roots – guardianship and protection of our natural resources for 
future generations.

• Working as a regional team – Whanaungatanga – working 
together, sharing experiences and a sense of belonging.

• Manaakitanga – respect, hospitality, generosity, reciprocity, and 
care through all sectors will grow brand respect.

The Marlborough Destination 
Management Plan regional assumptions
• That the environment sits at the centre of Marlborough’s 

prosperity and our focus of this plan.

• That visitation and tourism are just one important part of a larger 
complimentary regional economic jigsaw and partnerships are key

• Brand Marlborough is more than tourism, resources are scarce 
and so common messaging across sectors builds consistency 
and makes sense.

• That adopting a wider iwi cultural partnership approach to 
environmental management will provide a regenerative framework 
for future tourism.

• That tourism is a consumer of resources and by this recognition 
we can measure the impact, care for the environment, ensure 
visitors pay their way, and enhance community licence. Tourism 
is a primary industry operating within regulatory, community and 
environmental limitations.

• That Marlborough lies at the central geographic heart of Aotearoa, 
and we can leverage off this status using known visitor flows, 
multiple access routes and travel means.

• That within the region we have recognised pillars of natural 
strength and these need to work more cohesively – e.g., seafood & 
wine, aviation.

• That we have un–activated new visitor experience opportunities 
throughout the region, however these possible new product 
developments should align with the clear regional strategic 
advantages to amplify our existing position further.

• That Marlborough has a colourful, mixed, and multicultural 
community and therefore there is an underlying opportunity 
to amplify this diversity and move away from the predominant 
traditional monocultural experiences via creating new 
visitor engagements.

• That a set of collective coordinated sub–strategies are 
required to enhance opportunities and cure industry challenges 
moving forward.

Social
Tourism provides a sense of 
community, placemaking, 
pride, and wellbeing.

Environmental
Tourism must 
be regenerative, 
intergenerational, and can 
bring focus onto the issues 
– e.g., funding endangered 
species.

Economic
Tourism brings employment, 
demands housing 
affordability, and seeks 
new opportunity, generates 
primary and secondary 
spend plus opportunities in 
business and careers.

Cultural
Tourism can invite and 
sustain multicultural 
expression, innovation, and 
help develop new community 
partnerships.

Applying the four well–beings  
in the tourism and visitor space

Mt Stokes
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Our Future 
Mō ā tātou tamariki, ā, mō ngā uri 
a muri ake nei

For our children and the 
descendants that come after us

That the 
environment  
IS the heart of  
our plan
Toitu te marae a Tāne, toitu te 
marae a Tangaroa, toitu te tangata  

Our  
Place 
Ki uta ki tai 

From the mountains  
to the sea

Our  
Community 
He waka eke noa 

We are all in this together

Wairau Bar  Ship Cove/Meretoto

Picton Foreshore Nydia Track
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Notes on participants

An advisory group was established meeting for the first time in 
January 2020. Included in the group were

Participating agencies consulted and providing input.

Marcus Pickens – Wine Marlborough

Carmel Horsley – Scenic Hotels

Lindsay Parkinson – Rose Family Estate

Jane Orphan– Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre

Abby Hutchins – Marlborough Tour Company

Margot Ferrier – Department of Conservation

Jess Jones – Beachcomber

Karyn Delves – Marlborough Convention Centre

Rob Burn – The Villa Hostel

Maria Baxter – Sounds Connection

Barbara Faulls – Smiths Farm Holiday Park

+ others

• Department of Conservation

• Blenheim Business Association

• Whale Trail Trust

• Waka Kotahi

• Te Hoiere Catchment Project

• South Marlborough Business Association

• Picton Smart and Connected Group

• Marlborough District Council

• Marlborough Regional Skills leadership Group

• Pelorus Promotions

• Wine Marlborough

• Marine Farming Association

• Ports of Marlborough

• Iwi: Ngāti Apa ki to Rā Tō, Ngati Koata, Ngati Kuia, Ngati Rarua, 
Ngati Toa, Rangitāne o Wairau, Te Ātiawa o Te Waka–a–
Māui, Ngai Tahu

The Marlborough destination 
management planning journey

In late 2020, Destination Marlborough contracted a project manager 
for the regional destination planning process over a 12-month period, 
to undertake:

• Review of current and historical visitor market activity – 
considering Covid – 19 and pre Covid 19 growth and issues

• Development of an industry advisory group.

• Analysis of existing data

• Separate interviews with key stakeholders and Marlborough 
region and central government agencies.

• Engagement with local iwi partners to seek views and aspirations

• Research around visitor flows – local domestic and international – 
Dr David Ermen and MarketView analysis

• Development of the district visitor and community geo 
space model – forming a new narrative and language about 
visitor opportunity

• Research around existing and potential new visitor experience 
developments, and development of targeted valid and 
relevant projects

• Research into key Marlborough village and town visitor delivery as 
part of a wider regional drive to improve economic returns 

• Development of initial draft concept thinking around Destination 
Management plan for advisory group review

• Development of local media communications soliciting wider 
community survey views and input

• Development of research piece to verify wider community thinking 
around future tourism in Marlborough

• Engagement with DOC as a participating partner examining 
common ground expressed via the DOC Heritage & Visitor 
Strategy and the Kotahitanga Mō Te Taiao Strategy

• Community consultation meetings – 4 Valleys – seeking input 
from people in their own environment

• Pursuing and researching new visitor product experience 
development ideas while working with environmentally sensitive 
sectors of the community to develop successful cross pollenated 
projects that serve both the economy and the landscape well.

The Destination planning process –  A 
philosophy of listening to the community

• Listening to our community will create the right balance for the 
people and the environment

• Aligning with community aspiration around the visitor industry is 
essential – rural, iwi, urban, remote owners, investors etc.

• Getting the “fit” right for Marlborough – finding the balance, 
relevant visitor experiences, places, volumes, and markets.

• Understanding the “Marlborough way” – Using “Only Marlborough” 
as a base and further exploring and updating 

• Hearing concerns and opportunity to direct and fine tune wider 
thinking around the future of tourism in Marlborough.

• Listening to the wider community audience – not just the 
visitor industry.
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Key agency partner plans & strategies 
that we referred to
1.  Marlborough District Council – Long Term Plan 2021 – 2031

2.  Department of Conservation – Visitor And Heritage Strategy

3.  Te Tauihu – Intergenerational Strategy – Being Good 
Ancestors – Tupuna Pono

4.  Kotahitanga Mō Te Taiao Strategy (Alliance) – working 
collectively as one for the natural  environment.

5.  Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment   
Not 100% – but 4 steps closer to sustainable tourism.

6.  Proposed Marlborough Environmental Plan

7. The Tourism Futures Taskforce – Interim and final report 
December 2020 – We Are Aotearoa.

8.  Ministry for Primary Industries – Fit for a better World – 
accelerating our economic potential – 2019

9.  The New Zealand Government Aquaculture Strategy – 2019

10. Tourism Sustainability Commitment – TIA

11. Tiaki Promise – TNZ

12. Qualmark – Quality assurance programme

13. Marlborough Environmental Plan draft

See Appendix for further details on each of these plans & strategies

Common themes emerging from this 
selection of work
1.  Environmental protection

2.  Participation by iwi & Te Ao Māori principles

3.  Interagency partnerships and common vision

4.  Intergenerational and regenerative approach

5.  Community participation

6.  User pays

How does the tourism ecosystem work 
and how does Destination Marlborough 
fit within this regional structure?

Tourism is an industry that weaves its presence through the wider 
community and amongst business and industry.

As a council funded organisation, Destination Marlborough reports 
to the Marlborough District Council providing and facilitating the 
regional destination marketing role. Traditionally activities include 
– but not limited to– running the local i–SITE visitor information 
centres, developing the branding for the regions visitor industry, 
dealing with travel trade and media, and upskilling locally based 
tourism businesses. The transition to destination management 
from destination marketing is a significant shift being undertaken 
by all 31 nationwide regional tourism organisations. As illustrated 
Destination Marlborough along with the Marlborough District 
Council now sit at the heart of a wider industry and community 
ecosystem. Its objective is to ensure – in addition to the marketing 
role – great communications with key government agencies, iwi, 
and communities. The alignment of key infrastructure including 
roading, air, sea, and land transport within the visitor sector, as well 
as promoting the development of applicable and relevant visitor 
experiences which enhance the wider destination appeal. The 
Destination Management Plan sees Destination Marlborough as a 
conductor is seen in an orchestra.

Yealands Estate/MarlboroughNZ

Te Pātaka o Wairau – Māori Night Market
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Marlborough Community Consultation Surveys

During 2021 and 2022 the Destination Planning process undertook two community level surveys to collect views and input from the 
wider region.

The first was an iwi survey that was distributed to all eight iwi who had an interest in the region. The second was a wider community survey that 
allowed a much wider input into the process.

Iwi based survey findings
• There is a desire for genuine engagements and conversations with the visitor industry

• That iwi are looking for equal voice, joint decision making and to ensure tikanga is not compromised

• There is a desire to share real and accurate stories

• Iwi are seeking visitor and tourism opportunities

• To iwi Manaakitanga is important and brings with it mana

• All would like to see bilingual signage or even just the Māori names – as they are the original names

• The idea of developing place–based story boards and interactive displays was supported

• Iwi seek visitor experiences that are genuinely engaged, open and willing to learn with respect

• Iwi are feeling only consulted when needed. Need to shift the thinking as equal partners under Te Tiriti – tourism has a role

Source – Marlborough iwi survey by Maraka – August 2021

Iwi

Eatwells Pt
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AirportDOC POM Government
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Industy Wines 
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Wider community based survey
• Marlborough residents see value in tourists visiting the region

• Respondents felt having visitors to the region adds vitality to the 
Marlborough community

• It identified people visiting Marlborough boosts the economy and 
provides jobs

•  Some disagreed that there is enough visitor infrastructure now 
and for the future

• Feeling was neutral in regard to if there were further environmental 
and ecological opportunities in tourism

• It was frequently felt there were insufficient cultural or heritage 
offerings to attract visitors

• There was an agreement that authorities should develop plans 
to promote and attract visitors through all seasons from both 
domestic and international markets

• Felt current events are well managed, but unsure if they attracted 
visitors or were well enough promoted

• There is a strong community awareness of when cruise 
ships are in port

• Most respondents appreciated cruise ships and what they bought

• Some level of impact by cruise ships indicated

• Tourism is important – 50% had a friend or family member  
in the visitor industry

• In general respondents did not view overcrowding by 
visitors as an issue

• Generally found that many popular facilities noted met their needs

• Locals take pride in taking visitors to their favourite spots and 
enjoying valuable family time

• Respondents valued hidden gems like Queen Charlotte Sound, 
Omaka, Marfells and Ward Beaches, Pelorus Bridge

• There was environmentally sensitivity felt around Pelorus Bridge, 
Queen Charlotte Sound, Marfells & Ward Beaches

Marlborough Sounds/MarlboroughNZ

Most popular locations visited by locals in the last 2 years

Source – Community Survey by Research Insights – 2021–22
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Regenerative and 
Intergenerational 
Tourism
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Covid –19 is allowing us a moment in time 
to revisit this industry and recalibrate for 
the future 
“Regenerative tourism looks to indigenous people’s ancient 
environmental approach and not a KPI driven commercialised 
economic model”.3

3: Anna Pollock – Conscious Travel

“Regenerative travel is a supply –side concept that asks 
operators to do more for the environment and community than 
they take from them. 

Travellers are becoming more aware that their visit leaves a set  
of costs associated with it, which needs to be paid by someone.”4

4: Anna Pollock – Conscious Travel

One example of active movement in this space is with 
the Future of Tourism Coalition (FTC) an international 
collective of non–government tourism sustainability 
agencies and their wider membership.

The following list of principles by FTC 
creates an outline for regenerative 
tourism management
1. See the whole picture – Tourism happens within a place, an 

ecosystem or community

2. Use sustainability standards – engage management 
systems & frameworks

3. Collaborate in destination management – govt, private 
sector, communities

4. Choose quality over quantity

5. Demand fair income distribution – ensure all benefit evenly

6. Reduce tourism’s burden – who pays for what was previously 
thought of as free?

7. Redefine economic success – rescope the metrics and 
measuring bar

8. Mitigate climate impacts – greenhouse gases

9. Close the loop on resources – recycle

10. Contain tourism land use

11. Diversify source markets – e.g., grow domestic

12. Protect sense of place – natural assets, scenic, cultural

13. Operate business responsibly – champion leaders in this field, 
increase quality 

The basic underpinning of regenerative tourism is that it is 
understood to occur within an ecosystem of natural, social, and 
cultural elements and interactions. Taking a holistic approach is 
essential in understanding positive effects (e.g., healing) as well 
as unintended consequences (e.g., degradation). Everything is 
connected, and tourism that does not respect or understand 
feedback loops in the system in which it operates will ultimately 
erode capital – and with that the wellbeing and health of the 
system. Regenerative tourism is designed in a way that builds 
capital and ‘gives back’ to the land and people. This can happen 
in multiple ways – but system health needs to be the ultimate 
outcome.5

5: Dr Susanne Becken – Department of Conservation

Regenerative tourism  
is a paradigm shift
“You can’t solve a problem with the same 
thinking that created it” – Albert Einstein.

Traditional sustainable tourism has just  
been about slowing down the degradation.

“Regeneration is about restoring and  
then regenerating the capability to live  
in a new relationship in an ongoing way”.1

“Regenerative travel – makes it  
better for future generations”.2

1:  Bill Reed – Regenesis Group l– USA
2: Jonathan Day – Purdue University

Regenerative tourism as a concept – what is it?

Nydia Track
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Regenerative Tourism
• A deviation from the industrial product and consumption model.

• A focus on how tourism can make destinations better for current 
and future generations.

• That one size does not fit all – an organic process for each place 
is required to get the recipe right. Marlborough and its specific 
valleys and districts will have their own bespoke solution.

• Travellers are making decisions based on personal values.  
Society values are changing rapidly in the environmental space.

• That the process is immersive in the community. Ownership by the 
locals is key.

• It is a holistic and participative process involving shared values.

Marlborough sustainable  
and Regenerative Tourism – 
the aspirational goals
• Embrace concepts of Mauri, and Te Ao Māori embedded into 

visitor experiences and land management – all things in nature are 
connected. The sharing of stories by local iwi as part of the  
Te Mauri approach to environmental management.

• A restorative approach – Conservation work, water quality, 
fishing stocks management, planting programmes, common 
community narratives. Foster infrastructure planning that 
recognises biodiversity interruption in the natural environment 
e.g., DOC planning and track construction processes. Taking the 
chance to educate visitors during their natural environs experience 
– departing as better humans. Targeting the development of new 
visitor experiences in the natural environment that provide income 
or actions to improve the space, place, and biodiversity.

• Seek low carbon opportunities – A better cycle strategy, use 
of electric vehicles, use of coaches, boats, and rail to move more 
people with less impact, adaptations of technologies to improve 
efficiencies.

• Ensuring long term and resilient business success – Local 
tourism businesses need to be confident about a positive future 
and secure of their tenure in the visitor economy. This needs to 
provide a positive regional operative framework that encourages 
re investment, improved quality and demand growth in areas that 
meet regional needs.

• Promote regional cross sector engagement – Organic wines, 
zero waste marine harvesting etc, – resulting in “Marlborough Inc” 
holding hands between industry pillars for the greater good of the 
regional environment.

• Considering user pays – In the environmental experience space 
– pay for impacts – ensuring part of the experience cost goes back 
to the whenua.

• Community commitment – including the people in year–round 
employment, education & career opportunities, family stability, 
targeting living wage, and an intergenerational approach.  
Developing new visitor experiences with a local community focus 
that plays more towards the four well–being’s – Social, Economic, 
Environmental and Cultural.

• Government agency partnerships – Marlborough District 
Council, Port Marlborough, Department of Conservation, Waka 
Kotahi, Ministry of Education – working towards alignment of these 
Destination Management Plan values as part of their own planning.

• Continue to support – Tourism Industry Aotearoa, and 
Tourism New Zealand via – New Zealand Tourism Sustainability 
Commitment and Tiaki Promise programmes – leading local 
Marlborough Tourism businesses to become engaged.

Pelorus River
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Marlborough – A wider environmental 
opportunity – a conversation with  
DOC & Iwi

This plan’s baseline assumption is that the environment sits at 
the centre of the community and remains the key focus for future 
regional success.

• The community, primary industries, and as one the regions 
primary industries, tourism shares the same need to preserve and 
enhance the environment that supports us all.

• That over visitation in more environmentally sensitive areas can 
have a negative impact on the environment.

• That visitors are temporary locals and as such use infrastructure 
e.g., sewerage & water as well as create their own carbon footprint 
– e.g., rental car – in the same way a local would.

Marlborough is blessed with a wide range of natural environments 
from mountains, rivers to the sea. The management of many of these 
natural spaces lies most often with The Department of Conservation 
– e.g., Molesworth, Mt Richmond Park, Wairau Bar, many parts of the 
Marlborough Sounds.

Aligning visitor use with appropriate 
locations is key
• Is the natural outdoor space able to be sustainably visited with no 

long–term environmental degradation?

• Does the natural outdoor space offer an experience 
that visitors seek and creates a unique opportunity for 
destination Marlborough?

• Do DOC have these natural outdoor space opportunities on their 
radar and resources to manage?

• What opportunities do iwi offer to enhance and protect the natural 
outdoor space and its visitor offering?

• What wider narratives can be drawn from the ecology and history 
of these outdoor spaces to build the Marlborough story?

• Can visitation help provide the funding and resources to save and 
enhance endangered species and ecosystems?

• What value do some of these spaces and places have for the local 
community and how do we preserve for future generations?

Nydia Track
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Management, education, and resourcing of a regenerative  
and sustainable destination Marlborough
• How can local iwi, working with DOC overlay an appropriate regional visitor management plan?

• How can local community organisations partner with DOC and iwi to achieve their goals?

• How do Marlborough tourism operators develop their businesses to achieve a low environmental footprint?

• How does Destination Marlborough help guide this process?

• How does wider Marlborough – as a region align under a sustainable charter?

Brancott Estate
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Tourism – recognising the costs of our resource use
The tourism sector does not operate in a bubble, and any 
environmental initiative needs to combine all sectors of the  
economy and the community to make real change.

The wine, forestry, aquiculture, and tourism industries especially 
need to align under the environment in a win–win partnership – they 
are all inter–twined and all need each other to be successful. 

This plan views much of tourism as a primary industry and in 
the same way as farming, aquiculture and forestry derives its 
resources from the natural environment – the source of wealth 
for Marlborough. 

That tourism for too many years has taken and not returned, and 
with new accountability comes mana and community recognition. 
Tourism needs to walk the talk.

With this comes the need for the visitor 
industry to recognise
• That natural resources used by the visitor industry are limited.

• That tourism needs to be sustainable and regenerative.

• That we need to protect the environment – as dairy farmers fence 
off rivers or wineries reducing spray.

• That tourism needs to give back and reinvest into a circular 
natural environment.

• That there are costs associated with tourism – and who 
pays and how?

• That there are community impacts created by tourism – freedom 
camping bringing public amenity reduction, cruise ship volumes 
bringing lifestyle impacts that need to be managed.

Intergenerational tourism – stewardship 
for the long term 

Recognising tourism as a primary industry aligns community thinking 
and perspective on this sector – New Zealand rural communities 
already live the idea of land stewardship.

Tourism, by looking in the mirror and owning, embracing, and 
managing these costs, will cement its future as a long–term 
intergenerational part of the economy – i.e., – “I inherited the 
tourism business from my parents”, or “We are a 3rd generation 
tourism family”, or “reinvestment into the environment from visitor 
contributions has allowed for the recovery of this forest and the 
return of native birdlife”. 

The Te Tauihu – Intergenerational Strategy –  
Being Good Ancestors 

Tupuna Pono – is a top of the South Island initiative driven by local iwi 
covering area from Golden Bay to Lake Grassmere.  This is a vision 
to be good ancestors with the well being of the people of Te Tauihu 
at the heart.

The strategy aims to tackle climate change, promote regenerative 
agriculture, clarify regional identity, promote social equity, housing, 
and leadership – by looking after the environment, people, economy, 
and infrastructure

Of the land, with the land, for the land. Here to stay.

Picton
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The environment  
and the community
*Adapted from Carol Sanford’s stakeholder period model 
introduced in her book, The Responsible Business: Reimagining 
Sustainability and Success (2011)

Tourism can be regenerative
Source – Tourism Futures Taskforce 2020
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Awatere Valley
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Marlborough – a wider 
environmental opportunity 
– a conversation with DOC 
and Iwi
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Marlborough iwi and the wider  
Te Tauihu region

Throughout the Top of the South Island – Te Tauihu – there are eight 
iwi, with boarders of individual Takiwā  often overlapping.

The environmental perspective of the local iwi forms a vital 
part of the Marlborough destinational narrative with the history, 
customary practices and more spiritual perspective providing a 
unique Aotearoa–style approach to facilitate a regenerative visitor 
experience and potential wider alliance amongst all key industry 
pillars in the region.

Of note is that while South Marlborough, the Awatere, Ward, and 
Seddon are in the Marlborough District – the iwi affiliation of this 
area perhaps also connects with the southern based Ngai Tahu 
based Rūnanga.

Issues identified with Marlborough iwi as explained by the regional 
environmental planning process draft document.

• Spiritual and cultural issues of fundamental importance that relate 
to iwi connection to and use of natural and physical resources.

• Relationship and process issues, including iwi involvement 
in decision making on resource consent applications and on 
developing policy to assist  in Council’s decision making; and 

• Issues of significance or concern for both iwi and the wider 
community, such as adequate waste management, transport 
issues and the protection of people and property from natural 
hazards, etc.

Source – Marlborough Environmental plan – draft 2020

Nelson / Whakatū

Blenheim / Waiharakeke

Takaka

Te T�ihu Boundary

Arapaoa Island
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Key iwi environmental management 
concepts to include within the  
Destination Management Planning 
framework

Mauri 

Life force from wairua – the spirit, or source of existence and all life in 
the physical world.

In the environment mauri underlies all resources and the total 
ecosystem, and the wellbeing of the people. Marlborough iwi seek 
sustainability in resources for this and future generations. Iwi use 
indicators within the environment to interpret the status of mauri.  
For example, healthy kai, and other indigenous flora and fauna, 
resources for cultural use and visibility of important landmarks. 
These are preserved and recalled through story telling – kōrero 
pūrākau of whānau  and hapū.

Tikanga

Cultural practices developed to maintain mauri. Based on 
understanding that people belong to the land and as kaitiaki 
have responsibility to care for it. Tikanga is management of 
the environment.

Kaitiakitanga

The expression of Māori authority, mana, ethics, and guardianship. 
The right to access resources but also the responsibility to ensure 
resources are in a fit state to be passed onto future generations.

Tangata whenua use this as a state of identity and mana.

Kaitiaki – a person with knowledge handed down 
through generations.

Kaitiakitanga is linked to tino rangatiratanga – 
customary authority.

Taonga

Identifies elements of value to the tangata whenua and symbolised 
the Māori approach to environmental management. Can be things 
like land & water, intellectual, physical, family, and spiritual wellbeing. 
Also includes sites and resources, tangible, and intangible.  
Important to cultural and tribal identity.

Ngā Wai 

“We are water and water is us” – a powerful taonga. Water quality 
reflects the health of the land and so the tangata whenua.

“Ki uta ki tai” – (from the mountains to the sea) describes the 
approach of Marlborough’s tangata whenua iwi to natural resource 
management. This principle enables a holistic approach to resource 
management and recognises the relationships and connections 
between land uses, water quality and quantity, biodiversity, 
and the sea.  

Key environmental touchpoints for iwi

• Ngā Awa – Rivers

• Te Moana – Sea

• Ngā Maunga – Mountains

• Ngā Whenua – Land

• Te Hau – Air

Mahinga Kai 

Customary food gathering, the food, the places, and the methods.

Strong social and cultural meaning, linked strongly to 
manaakitangata – caring for the needs of guests. Loss of food 
resources can lead to loss of mana for tangata whenua.

Wāhi tapu 

Recognises the tapu of the area, stories, events, history, urupā, waka 
landing sites and the like. Important and sacred sites or respect, 
publicly know or unknown.

Source for above sections – Marlborough Environmental plan – draft 2020

Meretoto/Ship Cove
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Translating the local iwi Mauri into the destinational space and visitor sector

• Visitors see the geography of the region not always district lines on 
a map – aligning with a local iwi view.  
“Ki uta ki tai – (from the mountains to the sea)

• Local iwi hold taonga in the form of local stories and cultural 
practices – is it desirable or appropriate to share? – if so 
which stories?

• Our heritage is an ongoing journey and local iwi own an important 
part of that moving forward into the future. Iwi will continue to own 
and where suitable possibly share that narrative.

• That other industry sectors – e.g., wine, and marine farming 
align with a desire to protect the environment but also at the 
same time offer a visitor experience. There is potentially a wider 
Marlborough brand message that entwines iwi and environmental 
approaches that could overlay industry sectors in a collective all–
encompassing and sustainable Marlborough Story message.

• We have iwi stories and history that have not yet been articulated 
or activated into visitor experiences. Tourism can be a vehicle to 
highlight, preserve, and enhance cultural heritage.

• Investment in the development of new and unexplored iwi–based 
visitor experiences can provide intergenerational wealth and mana 
for tangata whenua, translating to a healthier community lifestyle.

• Iwi participation in the visitor sector could create valued revenue 
streams to enhance local mana and employ the next generation.

• Iwi have an important role to play in educating visitors about 
the unique stories behind flora and fauna – and by this 
provide protection and potential revenue streams to enhance 
environmental programme resources.

Some key example cultural heritage sites and features for local iwi to 
consider in the visitor space – including but not limited to.

• Wairau Bar – Te Pokohiwi

• Tuamarina – site of the Wairau affray

• Mussel Point

• Horahora Kākahu Island 

• Te Hoiere – Pelorus Bridge area

• Tōtaranui – Queen Charlotte

Eatwells Lookout
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Marlborough – 
its nature and 
make up
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The Marlborough region and its physical parameters 

Located on the eastern side of Te Tauihu te waka o maui –  
The northern end of the South Island – and covering an area of 
12,484 square kilometres, Marlborough is home to a future focused 
community embracing the challenge of balancing the needs of the 
local economy and environment.

A region of verdant fertile soils and uniquely mild climate, 
Marlborough’s global calling card has revolved around the 
omnipresent Sauvignon Blanc vine, while the sheltered Marlborough 
Sounds call in the seasonal traveller both local and international.

Situated centrally to the north of Canterbury and Kaikoura, and to 
the east of Nelson, Marlborough is a short 3 hours by ferry from the 
capital city of Wellington or a 15 min flight. Auckland is just under 
1.5hrs by air.

The region is roughly divided into four geographic spaces – Te Hoiere 
(Pelorus Valley from Rai Valley to Durville island), Tōtaranui – Queen 
Charlotte Sound from Anakiwa to Arapaoa Island and beyond, 
The Wairau Valley from Nelson Lakes to the Wairau Bar, and the 
Awatere Valley with South Coastal Marlborough. To the northwest 
lies Richmond Forest Park, with the region protected from the south 
via the inland Kaikoura’s dominated by the brooding protector 
Tapuae–o–Uenuku at 2,885 metres the highest mountain in New 
Zealand outside of the Southern Alps.

To the Southwest the high–country station of Molesworth links to the 
Hurunui via Hanmer Springs, while SHW1 on the eastern coast links 
down to Kaikoura and further south on to Christchurch.

To the West the Wairau River takes a journey up to the Rainbow 
Valley, and Nelson Lakes National Park and access to the West 
Coast beyond.

In the lower end of the Wairau and Awatere valleys the landscape 
opens to reveal the wide stretches of vineyards and associated small 
towns that the region is famous for.

The Marlborough Sounds – 1500kms in length represent 10% of the 
New Zealand coastline length offering a plethora of undiscovered 
journeys. From Okiwi Bay and Durville Island in the west, the towns of 
Havelock and Picton to the South and to Arapaoa island to the East, 
the coast space cradles the large and famous Pelorus and Queen 
Charlotte Sounds.

The region is a central roading axis that links four ways to 
Christchurch, West Coast, Nelson, and Wellington.

These excellent routes are complimented by Ferry access to Picton, 
a boutique domestic regional airport near Blenheim, and a rail 
corridor leading north to south.

As a destination, Marlborough offers a wide range of environments 
and visitor opportunities – From the mountains to the sea.
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We grow vines, harvest seafood, 
produce salt, become aviators, 
farm the land, spy the skies, 
holiday, relax, fish, boat, and 
explore here in Marlborough, 
because of the unique warm sunny 
climate and setting provided to us 
by the environment – Te Taiao.

The environment  
ultimately creates the soul 
of our competitive, unique,  
position as a region

Marlborough – A unique landscape and community setting

Urban and rural based communities nestle and thrive in 
Marlborough’s four valley space, resourced by the precious 
embracing environment that provides fertile productive and 
leisure spaces.

The striations of the tectonically moulded valleys, hills and 
mountains provide some protection from the cooler seasonal 
southerly weather patterns and provide the unique “hole in the 
cloud” “Kei puta te Wairau” – forming the unique clear sky and 
sunny climate.

These clear warm skies are ideal for wine making, salt production, 
aviation, holidays and boating, growing seafood, and even spying the 
skies in Waihopai. These are some of the regions most valued unique 
proof points.

This unique and happy conjunction of latitude and geomorphic 
landform connects the mountains to the sea via bountiful river 
valleys, forming the core of our regional environment or Te Taiao 
– provider of life and feeder of our communities – a harmonious, 
productive partnership of culture and place.

The regional economy of Marlborough driven by the key pillars of 
wine, seafood, forestry, and tourism is completely underpinned by 
the health and future of a sustainable environment. A collective, 
planned management approach by these and other pillars is 
essential to maintain Marlborough inc. as a successful region into the 
future and for generations to come.

Visitation and tourism do not stand isolated or alone, but 
are intertwined into place, the community, industries, and 
the environment.

A period of environmental honesty and reflection has arrived for the 
world – demanded even. Marlborough can, and must, be a leader 
in this space.

The industry of visitation must also be practical, pragmatic, creative, 
and profitable delivering a return on capital invested to remain 
healthy, reliable and intergenerational.

The question of value over volume needs to be considered and 
managed appropriately, balancing economies of scale with 
community impacts.

Within this conversation we need to consider the four community 
well beings, (social, economic, environmental, and cultural) and now 
additionally, ideas around regenerative tourism – and how that looks 
now and for future generations.

How does tourism create a happy, well–balanced community while 
contributing towards the resurrection of lost bio–diversity – a 
result of over 150 years of localised natural asset stripping by our 
forebears? This plan directed in part via the regions environmental 
identity and four valleys cultural spaces framework looks to align the 
visitor impact and opportunity on a far more immediate and intimate 
level amongst the local community, iwi, and regional industries – 
guiding the symbiotic relationship between host and visitor to ensure 
best economic return, maximum life changing experiences, lifestyle 
preservation, globally transformative education, authentic narratives, 
and environmental enhancement.
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Marlborough and the business of tourism

Tourism has traditionally been the 4th largest GDP contributor 
behind viticulture, marine farming, and forestry in Marlborough. 
This position has meant fewer negative visitor impacts that have 
been more keenly felt in other regions, a continuation of a largely 
pro–tourism community, and has also protected Marlborough visitor 
operators somewhat from the loss of international visitors during the 
recent Covid crisis.

Volume of business travel and the meeting market have also 
ensured that vital infrastructures like airport and accommodation 
services have been somewhat protected as international volumes 
declined during the pandemic. Due also to the more western 
focused and traditional market nature of the existing regional 
product, Marlborough had not been over invested in the emerging 
eastern markets – ensuring the product offering remains locally & 
domestically relevant– e.g., wine tourism and sounds experiences.

As a percentage of total residential accommodation, holiday 
homes in Marlborough are unusually high. The 2018 New Zealand 
census reports that Marlborough has 22,281 dwellings of which 
3,237 are unoccupied – suggesting they are largely holiday homes. 
This extensive collection of privately owned accommodation 
infrastructure provides a unique style of visitation seen in few other 
areas of New Zealand, given the often remote or boat only access.

The rapid growth of cruise over seven years prior to 2019, saw cruise 
ship visits grow from 12 to 55 per annum. In reaction to this operators 
in the region grew its fleet of coaches, cycles, cellar doors and boats.

With local iwi having settled the treaty process somewhat more 
recently than many others around New Zealand, a potential 
opportunity for local Māori to engage with visitors as part of land 
management, education and narrative sharing has never been better.

The seismic phase seen on the eastern coast of the South Island 
since 2010 including the Christchurch quakes of 2010– 2011, Seddon 
quake 2013 and the Kaikoura quake of 2016 and the subsequent 
road closure recover have had major impacts on growth in the region 
and while other locations further south had profited from large 
emerging markets like China, Marlborough had seen comparatively 
less of this.

Decisions to not proceed with the possible Clifford Bay ferry terminal 
in South Marlborough, have now allowed Picton investors to move 
ahead with more certainty after many years in limbo. This process 
has now allowed for further planning around the new Ferry terminal 
and the larger craft, roading flows and even new visitor attraction 
ideas for the port town.

The Marlborough population

Marlborough is home to a population of 50,200 spread over 18,675 
households as of June 2020.

The main town of Blenheim population of 28,200 is centrally located 
with the smaller towns of Picton (Pop 4,730), Renwick (Pop 2,530) 
Havelock (Pop 489) and Seddon (Pop 507) located conveniently on 
key access corridors to the North, West, East, and South.

Climate wise the region enjoys a hot dry climate with fertile soils ideal 
for viticulture and outdoor leisure pursuits.

The average age of the population in Marlborough is 45 years (older 
than the national average of 37 years).

Population 
breakdown Marlborough

Ethnicity of Marlborough Key Marlborough Economic Signpost

Under 15 years  – 17.4 %

15–29 years – 15.1%

30– 64 years  – 45.2%

65 years +  – 22.3%

Euro/Pakeha  – 87.8%

Māori  – 13.3%

Pacifica  – 3.1%

Asian  – 4.1%

Other  – 2.5%

(some double up in ethnicity advised)

Mean Marlborough household income – $114,000 

Mean earnings per person – $57,820.00

GDP for Marlborough – $3.3B/annum

Employment in Marlborough – 28241

Business units in Marlborough – 7095

Source: https://ecoprofile.infometrics.co.nz/Marlborough+Region

YealandsMiddlehurst Station
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Marlborough commercialised visitor 
products and experiences audit 2021

The traditional destination of Marlborough is a combination of visitor 
attractions, accommodations, tours, and outdoor public spaces. A 
visitor product audit by Destination Marlborough was undertaken in 
late 2021 as part of the destination management planning process.

Results as shown in table below show a strong balance of visitor 
experiences, services and other products located in either the 
Wairau or Tōtaranui  valleys – associated with the traditional Wine 
and Marlborough sounds  experiences, and key visitor service towns 
of Blenheim and Picton.

Of note are the large numbers of accommodation providers 
identified – with likely more undiscovered by this process – due to 
their current lack of website presence. With a total of 210 identified 
accommodation providers across the region – an opportunity to 
highlight destinational and experience clusters is clear.

In identifying the commercial visitor experience component – 33 
cellar doors, charters & cruises seven, visitor activities 25, guided 
tours three, day tours 41 and food activities 11, the region has at least 
120 experience options – again the majority are in the Wairau and 
Tōtaranui  catchments.

In addition are the many publicly available and outdoor visitor 
experiences – bush walks, campsites and beaches that provide 

a broader and accessible experiences for the price conscious 
domestic or international traveller – and are typical on all regions 
in New Zealand.

In developing the future of destination Marlborough this visitor 
product audit revealed a lacking in activations for visitors in the  
Te Hoiere and Awatere South Marlborough districts.

Type
Awatere South 

Marlborough
Te Hoiere Pelorus 

& Havelock
The Wairau Valley Tōtaranui Grand Total

Accommodation 10 36 99 65 210

Activity 2 18 5 25

Airline 1 1 2

Campsite 3 25 7 12 47

Cellar Door 2 30 1 33

Charters 3 3 6

Cruise (multiday) 1 1

Food / Activity 11 11

Golf 1 1 3 1 6

Guided tour 1 2 3

Rentals 5 11 16

Tours 8 18 15 41

Transport 6 6 6 18

Walks / Parks 6 15 7 10 38

Grand Total 23 96 207 131 457

Wairau River Wines
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Key identified unique visitor centric strengths of the Marlborough region

1.  Wine in Marlborough –  producing 75%+ of New Zealand’s wine, 
the global capital for Sauvignon Blanc

2.  Seafood in Marlborough – This is the largest marine farming 
production region in New Zealand – only possible due to the 
unique environment of the Marlborough Sounds

3.  The Marlborough Sounds – 1500kms of protected safe 
coastline to explore and enjoy – important in NZ history, a 
boating paradise, home to many seafood producers, multiple 
bays and islands for exploration, walking & mountain bike tracks, 
commercial accommodation, and holiday homes.

4.  Aviation – A unique place in New Zealand aviation, a story 
told via Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre, natural fine weather 
environment, aviation infrastructure, aviation heritage 
community, airbase, and airport – enabling exploration from the 
mountains and valleys to the sounds and sea.

5.  Heritage Arts & Culture – a vast and long heritage dating back 
hundreds of years including eight iwi, and the early arrival of 
colonial settlers who have collectively contributed towards our 

community of today. Sites like the Wairau bar, Meretoto/Ship 
Cove, Molesworth and Tapuae–o–uenuku are possible narrative 
opportunities to be explored. A thriving local arts community.

6.  The natural Marlborough region environment – conservation 
lands, coastline, and marine settings – providing a unique range 
of geology, flora, fauna. Lesser–known spots like Cape Campbell, 
Mt Richmond Park, Lake Chalice, the upper Rai, and Rainbow 
valleys are all examples of places with future potential.

7. The regional climate – formed by a unique alliance of longitude, 
hill & mountain terrain, sheltered sounds, bays, and wide 
sunny valleys.

8.  The central location – of Marlborough within its geographic 
position in New Zealand. As a mid–located region, this allows 
close access to key markets from both directions – often visited 
as a loop or part itinerary – not always a go–to and turn around to 
go home location.

Potential risks to the destination of Marlborough

The destination planning process with community feedback has 
revealed a number of potential weaknesses and exposures.

1.  The large corporatisation of primary products including wine and 
seafood resulting in visitors feeling somewhat disconnected with 
a lower ratio of boutique, artisan experiences easily available. 

2.  Environmental pressure applied by traditional primary 
production and pre Covid visitation volumes could reduce the 
regional appeal.

3.  The general comparative lack of active engagement by the 
local mana whenua via the eight regional iwi partners in the 
visitor experience as part of a wider New Zealand cultural 
journey. Demands on local iwi throughout Aotearoa to engage 
with local planning and legislative obligations under Te Tiriti as 
well as the need to address more fundamental issues including 
employment, health and housing have often seen visitor 
engagement opportunities further down a long list of priorities.

4.  The exposure and risk for the destination by a narrow product 
offering like wine and the Marlborough Sounds could leave the 
regional industry exposed if further heavy weather events or vine 
disease leave the region without these options.

5.  The loss of community social licence in the event of high cruise 
visitor volumes and freedom camping abuse.

6  Future natural events like earthquakes and sea rise due to global 
warming, wetter summers, and warmer winters.

7  Over dependence on the summer–time Canterbury market. 

8.  The international visitor market versus domestic – should 
ongoing pandemic and global disruption reduce international 
visitation long–term.

9.  Ongoing seasonally based visitor gaps that reduce long term 
investment and maintenance of current infrastructure. 

10.  Traditional style of regional marketing has limited length of stay 
and regional dispersal

11.  Aging regional infrastructure, which misaligns with future visitor 
aspirations e.g., too many old motels and not enough immersive 
experience accommodations.

12. As the lesser of a number of key industries in Marlborough, 
tourism can suffer from under exposure in the eye of the local 
community leading  to lower investment and public dissonance.

Awatere Valley
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Weak links within the destination products and visitor offering have been highlighted 
by this study include, but not limited to the following

• Aviation – needs further expansion, clarification and fleshing out 
as a proposition hubbing off the Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre

• South Marlborough – strong need for product development 
offerings that tell the local story – agriculture, gardens, high 
country, coastal

• Lack of tangible connections between seafood & wine –  
This is one of the key unique attractors to the region – yet remain 
somewhat disconnected

• Some limitations to access out to Tōtaranui – Queen Charlotte 
Sound and Pelorus – Te Hoiere, due to high cost of marine 
transport and low volumes pose challenges

• Poor Blenheim town visitor experience – Located in the heart 
of New Zealand’s largest wine growing region, but provides no 
gateway experience

• Wine industry volume and export focus – challenges around 
existing cellar door family operations and larger globally owned 
export focused corporations

• Intra–regional transport connectivity – Due to low population, 
regular local public based transports are challenged and difficult 
to offer as visitor option

• External destination access by visitors – while central within 
New Zealand, perceived hurdles of distance and cost still 
challenge growth

• Commissionable tourism experiences – Limited paid product 
inclusions, high ticket options, commissionable product to attract 
further global wholesale distribution and itinerary inclusions by the 
international visitor market 

Awatere Valley
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Hans Herzog Estate
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Marlborough Tourism – 
key data points
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Key Marlborough tourism industry focused data

As an industry that is immersed into the local community, economy and environment, the full 
worth of visitation  can be difficult to measure given the flow on effects through secondary spend 
and employment. Unlike wine, wood or seafood, revenue generated by visitation is less tangible 
and so often poorly understood.

Marlborough visitor spend and impact on GDP

In 2020 tourism’s contribution towards total regional GDP was 6.3% with a total spend of $411M.

Total tourism expenditure Marlborough region – 2020

Category Marlborough Region New Zealand

Expenditure % of total Expenditure % of total

Other passenger transport $103m 25.1% $4,318m 14.4%

Retail sales – other $64.8m 15.8% $7,934m 26.5%

Food & beverage serving 
services

$62.3m 15.2% $4,833m 16.2%

Accommodation services $58.1m 14.1% $3,257m 10.9%

Retail sales – alcohol, food 
& beverages

$47.5m 11.6% $2,613m 8.7%

Retail sales – fuel & other 
automotive products

$42.1m 10.2% $2,227m 7.5%

Other tourism products $23.4m 5.7% $3,589m 12.0%

Cultural, recreation & 
gambling services

$9.9m 2.4% $1,113m 3.7%

TOTAL $411m 100% $28,885m 100%

Tourism employment in Marlborough in 2020 was 3234 or 11.5% of all regional employment

Source https://ecoprofile.infometrics.co.nz/Marlborough%2bRegion/Tourism/TourismGdp
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International visitor spending Marlborough 
during 2020 was led by key western based 
visitor markets including Australia, USA, Europe, 
UK & Germany – Marlborough stands out 
ahead of many regions around New Zealand in 
market share from these key traditional stable 
markets. Performance in the previously growing 
Chinese market as well as the wider Asian 
region was well behind the rest of New Zealand. 
Reasons behind these performance variations 
could be based around longer length of stay by 
independent western travellers and a specific 
regional appeal of the Sounds and wine within 
western markets. Shorter itineraries and effects 
of the east coast earthquakes and resultant 
bypass of Christchurch by some markets that 
lead to increased direct flights to Queenstown 
has changed travel itineraries for some parts of 
wider central New Zealand.

Marlborough with its central New Zealand 
location enjoys a good spread of domestic 
visitors – with key summer volumes emanating 
from Canterbury followed by Auckland, 
Wellington, and Nelson Tasman of similar levels 
from each of the later three.

International Tourism Expenditure – 2020

Country of origin Marlborough Region New Zealand

Expenditure % of total Expenditure % of total

Australia $34.1m 24.9% $2,965m 23.9%

USA $22.7m 16.6% $1,525m 12.3%

Rest of Europe $20.7m 15.1% $1,098m 8.9%

UK $19.9m 14.6% $1,021m 8.2%

Germany $13.1m 9.6% $543m 4.4%

Rest of Asia $8.48m 6.2% $1,614m 13.0%

Canada $6.04m 4.4% $356m 2.9%

Africa & Middle East $3.47m 2.5% $313m 2.5%

China $2.92m 2.1% $1,497m 12.1%

Rest of Americas $1.88m 1.4% $219m 1.8%

Rest of Oceana $1.57m 1.2% $647m 5.2%

Japan $1.08m 0.8% $303m 2.4%

Korea, Republic of $0.73m 0.5% $286m 2.3%

TOTAL $137m 100% $12,388m 100%

DomesticTourism Expenditure – 2020

Location Marlborough Region New Zealand

Expenditure % of total Expenditure % of total

Canterbury $77.4m 28.2% $2,334m 13.3%

Auckland  $34.6m 12.6% $3,446m 19.7%

Wellington  $34.6m 12.6% $1,765m 10.1%

Tasman  $16.5m 6.0% $249m 1.4%

Waikato  $14.9m 5.4% $2,057m 11.8%

Manawatu–Whanganui  $14.6m 5.3% $1,806m 6.2%

Nelson  $13.7m 5.0% $196m 1.1%

Bay of Plenty  $13.2m 4.8% $1,296m 7.4%

Otago  $11.6m 4.2% $1,075m 6.1%

Marlborough  $9.11m 3.3% $235m 1.3%

Hawke’s Bay  $6.50m 2.4% $640m 3.7%

West Coast  $6.14m 2.2% $229m 1.3%

Undefined  $5.44m 2.0% $642m 3.7%

Northland  $5.01m 1.8% $1,019m 5.8%

Southland  $4.52m 1.6% $516m 2.9%

Taranaki  $4.07m 1.5% $497m 2.8%

Gisborne  $2.38m 0.9% $217m 1.2%

TOTAL $274m 100% $17,498m 100%
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Marlborough as compared to the average New Zealand 
region caters for a far higher level of domestic visitors 
as a percentage of overall travellers. This is likely 
due to a combination of access challenges, lack of 
commissionable visitor experiences, and the traditional 
annual pilgrimage by kiwis especially from Canterbury 
to visit over the summer season for water, bach and 
boat holidays.

Contribution to tourism expenditure by broad type – 2020

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Domestic

International

 Marlborough Region  New Zealand

Marlborough individual sector spend based on card 
transaction data – 2018–2021   Source Statistics New Zealand
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Marlborough Card Transactions Culture  
Other Retail Sales 2018–2021
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Marlborough Sounds
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Where do visitors to Marlborough come from?
In YE March 2020 visitor spend in Marlborough was $411M. Of that $137M was international visitation and $274M was domestic New Zealand 
travel into the region.

Of the domestic spend, the key origin markets where Canterbury 28%, Auckland, and Wellington 12.6% each, Nelson/Tasman combined 11%, 
rest of Nth Island combined 22%, Rest of Sth Island 11.3%.

International arrivals into Marlborough

In terms of international spend in YE March 2020, Australia was 
largest at 25% of the market, followed by Europe at 24.7% USA 
at 16.6%, and UK at 14.6%. These top four regions accounted for 
80% of all international visitation to Marlborough. Comparatively 

speaking, the Marlborough region had been on par with other regions 
for Australia, performing well in the USA, UK, and Europe markets, 
but historically largely under performing in the growing Asian and 
Chinese market spaces.

Source – Te Waipounamu – South Island Destination 
Management Plan – 2020 – Albert Stafford

Source MarketView data
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Marlborough visitor 
itinerary flow findings –  
research findings by 
Marketview

The International Market

Overall top 10 routes within Marlborough for international 
visitors – all markets

Order Route Name Number of Visits Percentage

1 Picton 139,572 36.85%

2 Blenheim Central 40,204 10.61%

3 North Marlborough 29,861 7.88%

4 Renwick 28,061 7.41%

5 Rest of Blenheim 23,366 6.17%

6 North Marlborough > Picton 7,007 1.85%

7  Picton > North Marlborough 6,667 1.76%

8 Blenheim Central > Picton 5,708 1.51%

9 South Marlborough 4,984, 1.32%

10 Picton > Blenheim Central 4,336 1.14%

* Not all cards were tracked – Paymark only.

* Above shows international visitors who had undertaken a card transaction 
in Marlborough

* Sample size 49071 cards tracked through their NZ trip during 2018– 2019 
calendar year

Source MarketView data

These above figures indicate a strong element of pass–through 
traffic focused around the Picton Ferry. However, this also indicates 
that while we have the visitors in the region, Marlborough is not doing 
the best job at retaining visitors and developing further extended 
itineraries while in the region.

This aligns with research around commercialized visitor attractions 
and the need to develop, build, and create more reasons 
to stay longer.

For the purposes of the Marlborough Destination Management Plan 
– two keys markets – the Australian and United Kingdom markets 
were used as examples to better understand visitor flows.

For Australians in this sample who 
visited Marlborough in 2018–2019
• 43% arrived into NZ via Auckland International Airport

• 41% arrived into NZ via Christchurch International Airport

• 16% arrived into NZ via Queenstown Airport

A selection of key itinerary routes for Australian Visitors

Christchurch – Kaikoura – Marlborough

Auckland – Destination Marlborough

Wellington – Marlborough – heading South

Marlborough – Wellington – heading North

Christchurch – Mackenzie – Queenstown – Fiordland –West Coast – 
Nelson – Marlborough

Auckland– Rotorua – Taupo – Ruapehu – Wellington – Marlborough

Christchurch – Nelson – Marlborough

Christchurch – Marlborough – Wellington

Christchurch – Hurunui – Kaikoura – Marlborough – 
Nelson – West Coast

There are many many variations on these common base itineraries, 
however these are the routes of highest adoption. 

For visitors from the United Kingdom in 
the 2018 – 2019 calendar years 
• 64% arrived via Auckland International Airport

• 27% arrived via Christchurch International Airport

• 9% arrived via Queenstown International Airport

Some key itinerary routes for United Kingdom visitors.

Christchurch – Kaikoura – Marlborough – Nelson – West Coast

Auckland – Christchurch – Marlborough – Nelson

Christchurch – Hurunui – Kaikoura– Marlborough – Nelson – 
West Coast Wanaka

Auckland – Coromandel – Lake Taupo – Hawkes Bay – Wellington – 
Marlborough – Kaikoura 

Queenstown – Mackenzie – Christchurch – Kaikoura – Marlborough

Queenstown – West Coast – Nelson – Marlborough – Wellington

Wellington – Marlborough– Nelson – West Coast

Wellington – Wairarapa – Wellington – Marlborough

Wellington – Nelson – Marlborough – Kaikoura

Hawkes Bay – Wellington – Marlborough

Queenstown – West Coast – Christchurch – Kaikoura – 
Marlborough – Wellington

There are many many variations on these common base itineraries 
however, these are the routes of highest volume adoption.
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St ClairInsterislander Ferry

New Zealand domestic visitor market segments

National Domestic Market Research undertaken by research company Colmar Brunton for Tourism New Zealand in a pre–Covid market 
setting revealed the following key market segments.

New Zealand wide domestic travel market segments

Traveller types – 
market segment

Proportion of 
NZ Population

Average overnight 
trips intended 
next 12 months

Average day 
trips expected in 

next 12 months

Family & Friends  20% 5.0 6.1

Family Fun 15% 5.9 8.9

Relaxation and Wellbeing 15% 3.7 7.2

Explore Nature 12% 7.7 10.2

Treat Myself 11% 7.5 8.8

Wine, Food & Scenery 10% 6.4 8.4

Shopping 9% 6.4 7.7

Knowledge Seeking 5% 6.9 8.9

Sports Events 3% 8.0 8.9

Total 100%

When considering Marlborough’s position within this specific research we can conclude.

• Marlborough needs more family fun options to add to existing activities

• Marlborough with its large set of holiday homes is well positioned to enjoy friends and family short and long breaks

• Marlborough could develop more commercialised relaxation and wellbeing products

• Food, wine, and scenery, are in the top five domestic travel motivators and a key existing driver for Marlborough

• Culture, arts, and heritage sit within knowledge seeking market segment, and while important for regional narrative development, will not be 
the full answer to market growth

• Sports events, surprisingly seem to be a lower driver of travel, but those that do travel for sport, do it more often and as a   centrally, located 
regional South Island town, this is an important market to Blenheim
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Key Marlborough domestic market 
visitor origins

Data obtained from Infometrics and MarketView provide an insight 
into the origin of domestic travellers to Marlborough. As expected, 
the large level of visitation to Marlborough is approximately 50% 
from South Island and 50% from North Island.

Interestingly domestic visitor spend from Nelson/Tasman, 
Wellington, and Auckland was about the same from each between 
$31 & $34M and the rest of the North Island was twice that 
combined at $60M. This illustrates a strong and wide visitor pull 
from throughout New Zealand cities and regions based on central 
location and air/ road/ferry and rail access links that can be 
expanded & leveraged.

Source – Te Waipounamu – South Island Destination Management Plan – 
2020 – Albert Stafford
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Destination Marlborough Christchurch and Wellington 
domestic visitor market research

Visitor Profiles 
Destinations visited in last  
12 months by Christchurch residents

64% 
of Christchurch residents have travelled 

domestically in the past 12 months 
(since May 2020)
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Research undertaken by Angus & associates in 2021: – Growing the domestic visitor markets – Christchurch & Wellington – Destination 
Marlborough –revealed popular alternative competing destinations for Christchurch residents include Hanmer Springs, Queenstown Lakes 
District, Auckland, Nelson/Tasman, and Wellington.

Awatere ValleyFriday Night Feast
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Research undertaken by Angus & associates in 2021: – Growing the domestic visitor markets – Christchurch & Wellington – 
Destination Marlborough –revealed popular alternative competing destinations for Wellington residents include Auckland, 
Wairarapa, Hawkes Bay and Taupo.

Visitor Profiles 
Destinations visited in last  
12 months by Wellington residents

66% 
of Wellington residents have travelled 

domestically in the past 12 months 
(since May 2020)
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Key further findings from Christchurch 
and Wellington survey work reveal
1.  The first three things potential domestic visitors to Marlborough 

think of is wine (58%), weather/climate – (25%), scenery – (18%)

2.  15% of those surveyed listed inaccessibility as an issue when 
considering Marlborough as a destination

3.  Key travel motivators – rest & relax, time with friends & family, to 
explore and discover, and spend time in the outdoors

4.  Destination drivers – connections – friends’ family & holiday 
homes, natural environment, and climate, been there before

5.  Accommodation – around 50% use private home or holiday 
home, while 23–25% use hotel or motel

6.  Activities undertaken – relaxing, cafes, walking, beaches, 
natural scenery 

Comparable competing destination 
satisfaction levels

Christchurch residents – compared to their Marlborough experience 
were more satisfied when visiting Nelson/Tasman, about the same 
as Kaikoura or West Coast, and more satisfied than a visit to Hanmer 
Springs or Lake Tekapo. The Nelson/Tasman area achieved a net 
promotor score of 75 versus 46 for Marlborough.

Wellington residents – compared to their Marlborough experience 
were more satisfied when visiting Hawkes Bay or Taupo, about the 
same as Taranaki, and more satisfied than a visit to Nelson/Tasman 
or the Wairarapa. Marlborough, Wairarapa and Hawkes Bay Nett 
promotor scores were very even ranging between 49 & 50.

Key areas visited in Marlborough by Christchurch and Wellington 
residents both included Picton, Blenheim/Renwick and 
Marlborough Sounds.

In agreement with, and supported by the work by Dr David Ermen for 
this plan, visitation demand was much lower for Havelock, Wairau, 
and Awatere.  

When survey respondents were asked to consider domestic holiday 
destinations they may consider in the next 12 months – Marlborough 
performed poorly ranked 8th out of 20 locations for Christchurch 
residents and 16th out of 20 for Wellington Residents.

Research strongly indicated that if a possible visitor had been to 
Marlborough in the last 12 months, had friends or family, or a bach or 
boat there then they were about 55–60% likely to visit again in the 
next 2 years.

Survey results on barriers to visitation  
to Marlborough

Why would people from Christchurch and Wellington not visit?

1.  No reason to visit – 43%

2.  No connections there – 26–27%

3.  Travel there is too expensive – 16– 18%

4.  Too hard to get to – 18 – 20%

5.  Do not know what to do when there – 14 – 17%

Conclusions on domestic visitation based on Angus & 
Associates research findings from Christchurch and Wellington 
visitor samples

• Marlborough as a destination performs OK in the minds of 
Christchurch & Wellington residents – but could do better

• Visitation volume is strongly supported by repeat visitation based 
on family or holiday home connections

• Marlborough remains a destination of narrow definition – wine, 
outdoors & scenery – associated with Marlborough Sounds 

• Potential visitors still lack further reasons or tangible attractions to 
visit – other than those already mentioned

• Marlborough is seen as a passive destination to relax

• Marlborough is seen by some as a less desirable destination than 
Nelson/Tasman or Hawkes Bay for a holiday

• Marlborough can be seen by some as hard to get to

Resulting Actions required

• Marlborough needs more unique regionally focused 
visitor attractions

• Marlborough needs to penetrate new markets to see further 
significant growth

• Marlborough needs new reasons to get people back

• Marlborough needs to lower barriers to access

Bay of Many Coves
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Marlborough visitor credit card transaction data – identifying domestic visitor origin

Research undertaken by Marketview on behalf of Destination Marlborough using card spend data indicated a wide range of travel patterns 
that confirm Marlborough’s position as an attractive centrally based destination with opportunity to leverage further off its location to multiple 
domestic populations.

Route Map –  
Outbound Domestic Visitor Flows

Route Map –  
Inbound Domestic Visitor Flows

Route Map –  
Round Trip of Domestic Visitors

Source – Marketview data

Overall visitor spend data indicated that while Christchurch and Canterbury remain the 
key domestic origin of Marlborough visitors, there are also significant numbers of visitors 
from Nelson/Tasman, Wellington, Auckland, mid & south regional North Island, and the 
remainder of the South Island.

Marketing and building Marlborough’s profile as an attractive visitor destination needs to 
remain well spread across most of New Zealand to maximise the location opportunity.

Marina to marinaForrest Estate Marlborough Sounds
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Key Marlborough domestic visitor routes

Above represents a sample of domestic visitors to Marlborough and accounts for approximately 39% of the card 
transaction data sample of visitation locations. Marketview Data indicates the most common routes and itineraries 
however, there are a wider range of other routes. Source Market View

Source Market View

Above represents a sample of domestic visitors to Marlborough and accounts for 
approximately 77.5% of sample of visitation indicating the most common spend 
While in the region, however, there are a wider range of spend locations. 

Source Market View

Order Route Name Number of Visits Percentage

1 Blenheim Central 207,155 18.89%

2 North Marlborough 185,006 16.87%

3 Picton 176,548 16.10%

4 Rest of Blenheim 132,016 12.04%

5 Renwick 50,143 4.57%

6 Blenheim Central > Rest of Blenheim 25,525 2.33%

7  South Marlborough 24,760 2.26%

8 Rest of Blenheim > Blenheim Central 22,222 2.03%

9 Blenheim Central > Picton 15,572 1.42%

10 North Marlborough > Picton 10,791 0.98%

Order Route Name Number of Visits Percentage

1 Canterbury > Destination Marlborough > Canterbury 115,585 10.57%

2 Nelson > Destination Marlborough > Nelson 88,037 8.05%

3 Tasman > Destination Marlborough > Tasman 74,235 6.79%

4 Wellington > Destination Marlborough > Wellington 45,963 4.20%

5 Auckland > Destination Marlborough > Auckland 26,085 2.39%

6 Tasman > Nelson Tasman > Destination Marlborough > Tasman 16,663 1.52%

7  Tasman > Destination Marlborough > Nelson Tasman > Tasman 15,380 1.41%

8  Bay of Plenty > Destination Marlborough > Bay of Plenty 15,257 1.40%

9 Nelson  > Destination Marlborough > Nelson Tasman > Nelson 13,507 1.24%

10 Canterbury > Destination Kaikoura > Destination Marlborough > Canterbury 12,046 1.10%

Top 10 Routes in/out of Marlborough (Domestic Visitors)

Domestic Visitor spend locations indicating percentage spread throughout region
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Seasonality
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Destination seasonality

Visitation to Marlborough has continued for many years to largely 
focus around a summer/ winter high and low season rotation.

The type and style of visitor attractions – being somewhat focused 
on wine and the Marlborough Sounds lend themselves to a summer 
focused demand model. In a pre–Covid state, international visitor 
markets also exhibited a peak summer pattern aligned with New 
Zealand and southern hemisphere global travel. The development 
of the cruise market segment has also exacerbated this issues in the 
last 10 years, with a high summer focus of cruise ship arrivals in Picton 
aligning with high summer season.

In recent years, infrastructure development around the business 
event market has seen some evolution of winter & shoulder season 
conference and meeting visitation.

Moving into the future and considering the seasonal impact on our 
community and workers in the visitor industry, the peak summer 
season environmental impacts, and the utilisation of plant and capital 
invested in tourism infrastructure, there remains an urgent need to 
address some key concerns.

1. How to handle the very high impacts of seasonal domestic visitors 
to the region – especially in the Marlborough Sounds – overfishing, 
water quality and impacts on local community wellbeing – crowded 
boat ramps, parks usage etc.

2. How to extend the current strong demand summer season to 
take in more travel over the shoulder seasons – extending staff 
requirements and summer–based visitor infrastructure use.

3. How to grow the quieter winter months between April and October 
that allows further downward spend in the community and 
utilisation of unique assets like the Marlborough Event Centre,  
and ongoing use of summer–based assets like coaches and 
boats. Also, the need to assist the growth in annual average 
accommodation occupancy in hotels, motels, and other forms of 
commercial accommodation.

Seasonal domestic visitation 

During the recent 2020–21 pandemic and boarder closures,  
New Zealand has relied solely on domestic visitation. Post lock down 
in March–April 2020, New Zealanders were keen to travel in June and 
July. Travel demand in Marlborough naturally peaked in January, but 
overall broader seasonal trends seem to still exist. A warm autumn 
and a run of long public holiday weekends, easter and school holidays 
have assisted with strong early 2021 domestic travel.

Lochmara
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Monthly Average – Daily Domestic Visitors 
present in Marlborough at noon during 2020–21
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International Visitor Seasonal Arrival  
Patterns into New Zealand  2010 – 2020
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Key potential drivers of off–season visitation Key Strengths

• Development of more indoors commercialised visitor attractions of national 
significance

• ASB Theatre and Marlborough Events Centre

• Development of key leisure focused events during shoulder seasons • Located on SH1 – year–round domestic traffic flows

• Development of more business events and conferences in the shoulder and 
winter season

• Blenheim is a small easily accessible town with close accommodation

• Winter team sports and education facilities • Less seasonal workforce than in some places

• Niche specialisation services to drive winter education groups • Warmer general climate – boating often possible year round

• Regional transport, accommodation, and attraction packaging to create desire, 
price point and seasonal differentiation

• Domestic airport

• Potential two season strategy – e.g., like Queenstown or Wanaka • Year–round aviation weather stability

• Winter warmer strategies – e.g., mulled wine, indoor events, fireside, food, music • Possible ski connection to Rainbow Ski Area

• Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre all weather offering

Key Concerns Key Opportunities

• Traditional focus on wine & Marlborough Sounds – summer focus to brand • Build new indoor visitor attractions

• Central NZ but a little hard to get too – outside two hours travel easy drive radius • Build life in inner Blenheim year round 

• Perception of rough weather in Cook Strait • Market more aggressively into the conference and business market pre & post 
event activities

• Lack of high–quality indoor visitor options • Winter marketing – price point, added value, packaging gateway airline and ferry 
options with accommodation and attractions

• Small towns, dark, perception as not safe, lacking life • Build a more winter focused wine offering

• Closure of key attractions over winter e.g. accomodation on Queen Charlotte track 
reduces option and walk availability

• Promote and build a more winter focused Marlborough Sounds product

• Develop winter focused events, winter sports, indoor cosy, niche

• Development of new role – “Winter marketing group/ manager”

• Collective & cooperative resource use between tourism industry sectors – job share

• Multi skill training of locals – seasonal staff retention

• Summer/ winter infrastructure alignment/redeployment plans

• Collective wider regional marketing to leverage complementary strengths and 
extend dollar spend

• Target southern South Island markets – winter warmer location

Addressing Marlborough Seasonality

Visitor volume driven by seasonal changes are a common problem 
for many if not most destinations.

Fluctuation caused by varied year–round visitor spend can have 
significant impacts on:

• Quality of product delivery

• Availability of all experiences at any time of the year

• Staff retention and subsequent HR costs

• Ability for destination to always deliver on the brand promise

• Depth of choice for visitor experience options

• Utilisation and subsequent return on capital invested in tourism 
plant – coaches, hotels, touring boats, cellar doors etc

• Wider long–term return on investment for tourism 
industry investors

• Secondary visitor service suppliers and subsequent range of year–
round services that the local community can enjoy

• Market type and origin mix and utilisation of market 
specific products

Clearly New Zealand has four seasons and the ability for our 
many outdoor activities to operate may be directly affected by 
seasonal weather.

Also, given that many of our international market guests travel from 
the northern hemisphere, the desire to avoid the northern winter for 
warmer parts of the world also has a key part to play in seasonality. 
Lastly domestic kiwis are driven seasonally by public holidays, sports, 
niche season sports like skiing or sailing, and family make up (school 
holidays, visiting friends and relations – VFR).

Marlborough has been very fortunate to maintain an even balance of 
domestic and international visitation prior to Covid– 19 pandemic.

This balance has allowed for reduced seasonality as compared to 
some other regions, with the wider non tourism economy supporting 
even year round corporate, business and conference visitation.

However, as a region of great wines and abounding water–based 
sports, the summer season both for domestic and international has 
remained the key time of visitation.

Marlborough needs to develop alternative seasonal strengths that 
drive off season business.
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Middlehurst Station
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Access to 
Marlborough
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Access to the region of Marlborough

The Marlborough region is an access contradiction.

While located in the centre of New Zealand, the region remains 
harder to get to than many competing visitor locations.

• Main market Canterbury – drive time 4–5 hours

• Main local city Wellington – just 64 kms away but requires a short 
3–hour Ferry or 15–minute flight.

• Main population base Auckland – 10 plus hours by car and at least 
one 70–minute flight away

• Nelson & Tasman – 1–2 hours’ drive over winding 90km road

Annual Daily Average Traffic movements

Location 2015 2016 2017* 2018 2019

Dashwood (SH1 Sth) 4014 3714 2613 4148 4467

Koromiko (SH1 Nth) 5589 5814 6290 6557 6629

Waihopai Val (SH63 West) 2126 2430 3518 2538 2417

Kaituna Rockfalls (SH6 West) 3737 3939 4034 4163 4326

Total 17481 17913 18472 19424 19858

Table and graph illustrate importance of traffic flows between Nelson and Christchurch and combined Picton ferry traffic in Koromiko.

*Also note impact of Kaikoura Quake on flows between SH1 Sth and SH63 Wairau Valley –2016–2017. For Dashwood, Waihopai and Rockfalls – 
heavy traffic = 20% of volume. This drops to 11% at Koromiko – suggesting increased ferry car traffic.

Source Waka Kotahi Road Counts selected Marlborough road sites

Dashwood 9SHW1 South)

Koromiko (SHW1 North)

Waihopai Val (SHW63 West) Kaituna 

Rockfalls (SHW6 West)

TOTAL

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Average annual daily traffic counts 
Data represesnts 2 way flows
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The Cook Strait Ferry 

The Cook Strait Ferry services connect Marlborough via Picton to 
Wellington and the North island.

It holds a major opportunity for growing visitation to the region 
providing access for foot, vehicle, and rail passengers.

1.2 million passengers travel on t he Cook Strait Ferries each year – of 
which 35% are overseas tourists – 420,000 (2019). At time of survey, 
passenger numbers were growing by 6–8% annually

350,000 private vehicles per year use the ferries – growing at 4% 
per annum (2019)

Source – BECA – Cook Strait Connectivity – Wellington Ferry Terminal 
business case July 2019

Of these approximately 850,000 passengers are carried by the 
Interislander ferries operated by Kiwirail. The remainder would 
likely be carried by Blue Bridge, the other major shipping company 
operating on Cook Strait.

Of the 350,000 private vehicles, approximately 250,000 are carried 
by the Interislander

KiwiRail have ordered two larger new ferries, and these are due to 
arrive in 2025 and 2026.

It is estimated, when running at full capacity, the new ships 
will provide double the capacity for passengers and triple the 
capacity for freight.

Source – Kiwi Rail Website July 2021

New ferry terminals at both Wellington and Picton are needed and 
will shortly commence construction. This could potentially impact 
access and visitation in Picton in the short term, but also offers a 
great opportunity to relook at the Picton visitor experience and the 
surrounding spaces.

Increased capacity offers Marlborough the opportunity to further 
leverage its central location and create Ferry/ Marlborough packages 
to further tap into the Wellington and North Island market.

Visitor access via Cruise Ships arriving at Picton

Over the past 10 years , cruise ship passengers had become an 
increasing source of visitation to the Marlborough region as the 
number of ships visiting New Zealand Ports increased significantly. 
The port of Marlborough and the local community developed a 
strong reputation of flexibility and friendliness when welcoming 
passengers and crew to the region. Increasing numbers in the 
immediate period leading up to the Covid pandemic had seen 
some service providers like cellar doors questioning the value 
of the volume.

Marlborough cruise ship unique passengers  
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Marlborough Airport – Blenheim

For the year ending June 2019 (most recent figures in a pre–Covid 
environment) Marlborough Airport handled 317,355 passengers with 
total seats available of 441,776.

50.4% of passengers were on Wellington Flights while 41.8% were on 
Auckland flights.

Load factors on Auckland flights were somewhat higher than 
Wellington perhaps suggesting a better blend of corporate 
and leisure traveller as well as international connectivity. Other 
destinations of Christchurch, Napier and the Kapiti Coast only 
represented 6.2% of passengers.

Seasonality in the YTD June 2019 was very flat ranging between 
approximately 25,000 and 29000 air passengers’ movements (in an 
out) per month year–round. Peak travel periods of October to April 
suggested International and domestic summer leisure travel backed 
by a marked seasonal drop over December– January illustrating 
reduction of corporate travel at Christmas & New Year.

Seasonal Outbound Passengers  
Marlborough Airport 2017–2021 
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Rail

Located on the main South Island rail route which runs from Picton 
to Invercargill, Marlborough has a major opportunity to leverage this 
infrastructure asset further. Already featured on the Coast Pacific 
rail route between Christchurch and Picton, Blenheim receives 
seasonal based daily stops by this train and further transport and 
access resolution can encourage more visitors to stop and spend 
time in the town and region before moving onwards.

Development of low carbon conference and tour groups by using 
the mass transport option that rail and or ferry offers, may provide a 
leveraging point to attract more environmentally sensitive travellers, 
groups, and conferences in future.

The steam train operator out of Picton has train capability via cruise 
ship transfers and South Island wide tours. Further developments by 
this group could extent visitor product from Picton to Seddon and 
even Kaikoura using Blenheim as an overnight base.

source  – Marlborough Airport – Blenheim

source  – Marlborough Airport – Blenheim

Marlborough Wine Region
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Cycle

The Marlborough District Council has invested with local community 
groups to assist in the development of further cycleways within 
the district.

Cycle paths around Renwick and wider cellar door routes have 
opened the region to further tourism. Connecting to this are initiatives 
to develop a cycle centric and low carbon commuter pathway and 
roading cycle routes for local Blenheim cyclists.

Connecting this existing infrastructure with the soon to developed 
East Coast Whale Trail cycle route, the Link pathway and potentially 
onto Nelson, could further enhance the access to the wider region 
– especially places including Linkwater, Havelock, Seddon, and 
Ward – towns that have not traditionally enjoyed high numbers of 
overnight visitations.

Walking and back roads

The Te Araroa Trail which includes the Queen Charlotte Track forms 
part of a nationwide journey that encourages visitation as part of a 
wider New Zealand experience. Molesworth’s road at the top end 
of the Awatere valley leading on to Hanmer Springs and potential 
connection from there back through the Rainbow valley also offers 
a chance to create a loop route as well as entry into Marlborough via 
the Hurunui or St Arnaud.

Queen Charlotte Track
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Awatere Valley
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Marlborough – 
alignment of brand 
narrative and market 
segmentation
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Key outcomes from Marlborough Destination 
Management Process – which provide the foundation 
elements for all strategies and actions of this plan

Access opportunities:  wine 
tourism, cycling, sounds transport, 
seasons, air travel, rail systems, 
roading network, foot tracks, 
and themed  accommodation 
– centralised coordination and 
existing infrastructure can be 
developed further

6The valleys settings – Te Hoiere, 
Tōtaranui, Wairau, Awatere – 
the four environments, the four 
communities, the four spaces to 
explore

2

1 The core six regional attributes 
– Wine, Sounds, Seafood, 
Aviation, Heritage Arts & Culture 
and Outdoors activities – grow 
destinational depth

The supporting town hubs – 
Blenheim, Picton, Havelock and 
Seddon – often home base for 
visitation – focused services and 
reduced impacts

3

The environment and climate –  
the core to the success of 
Marlborough and underpinning  
a successful visitor sector

4

The central national location – 
An element under–appreciated 
in Marlborough but recognised 
in the visitor data– which can be 
leveraged further

5

Development of regionally 
aligned and unique commercial 
visitor attractions – for example 
Blenheim Food & wine or 
Rangitane Culture experiences, 
Havelock seafood experiences, 
Picton Nautical Heritage Centre 
– will provide more reasons for 
visitation, repeat visitation and 
open new markets

7

Regenerative and inclusive 
community participation – 
paying it forward with visitors 
– will build an intergenerational 
future in tourism visitation and 
open new markets 

8

An all–inclusive – “Marlborough 
Inc” approach – multi–industry 
pillar participation in a common 
message – will reinforce we are all 
in this together

9

Te Ao Māori approach connecting 
spaces and environmental 
management – will provide a powerful 
and authentic Aotearoa approach

10

Target market focus – focus of 
psychographic and traveller style 
messaging rather than origin or 
ethnicity – thinking about the 
why – not the what

11

Yealands
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Further key outcomes and possible 
appropriate target markets

Further key outcomes and possible appropriate target markets 
Marlborough will continue to focus on core known truths around 
the six core elements and use the four valleys geographic 
reference points

The further development and enhancement of town services, 
facilities and access that provide assurance and security will add 
value to the traveller comfort. Identification of more unique focused 
accommodation experiences – for example vineyard, sounds or 
whale trail cycle overnight experiences will further highlight the 
explore in comfort elements that complement the warm climate.

Marlborough undertakes to attract curious seekers of experiences 
– exciting powerful wines, new valleys, new cultures, fresh seafoods, 
welcoming communities, and undiscovered natural environs.  
The activation of the communities within the four valleys will – it is 
hoped – create an intimate, yet high value authentic offering that 

provides life changing experiences while returning investment back 
to the environment visited in a regenerative fashion.

Our seekers – seek vibrant flavours, warm experiences – both 
cultural and climatic, easily accessible exploration and surprising 
new, meaningful, and unexpected life changing connections with 
people and landscapes.

Potential key travel type target markets

1.  Longer itinerary international independent travellers

2.  Year–round domestic explorers

3.  Active natural environment seekers

4.  Food and wine comfort seekers

5.  Active family groups

6.  Business meeting travellers
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Marketing Segmentation 
and Psychographic profiles 
of visitation groups for 
Marlborough
Traditional tourism marketing like that undertaken with Destination 
Marlborough have often leveraged off unique attractions e.g.  Queen 
Charlotte Sound or themes e.g., wine. Physical products with 
associated commercial experiences to be sold & commissioned. E.g., 
come here and do this. The view has been of the “What”. These have 
been further defined by travel types – the “Who”. 

Potential psychographic market profiles – considers the “Why”.

Psychographic market segmentation and profiling looks more at the 
traveller’s personality, needs, habits etc. This profiling links into the 
fears, hopes, challenges, and dreams of the visitor.

We are looking to leverage off aspirations, attitude, and behaviours, 
that play to lifestyle and life goals. This approach is more 
achievable in digital era when individual traveller preferences 
are targeted, rather than marketing shot gun style to generic 
destinational attributes.

Some possible segments for Marlborough that align with the 
destination management plan aspirations 

1.  Explorers

2.  Comfort Seekers

3.  Foodies (and wine–ies)

4.  Summer dreamers

5.  Slow travellers

6.  Culture and heritage enthusiasts 

7. Nature seekers

8.  Escapists

9. Opportunists

10.  Business

In exploring Destination Marlborough, there are some key touch 
point elements for the above segments.

1. Climate – appealing to – Explorers, Comfort, 
Summer, Slow, Nature

2.  Wine – appealing to – Foodies, Summer Dream, Slow 
travellers, Escapists

3.  Four Valleys – appealing to– Explorers, Foodies, Slow Travellers, 
Culture & heritage, Nature seekers

4.  Central NZ location – appealing to – explorers, escapists, 
opportunists, business

Yealands
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1. Explorers

Seek to discover new and interesting places, higher level of research, 
search for authenticity, off the beaten track. Excitement in discovery. 
Drawn by the unknown. 

Opportunities:  Development of visitor experiences in the four 
valleys, cycle tours & loops, Boutique wines, off the beaten track out 
in the sounds, Molesworth, Rainbow Skifield.

2. Comfort seekers

Enjoy relaxing, high levels of service, ease of access, great 
food & wine, location, pre booked, sunny weather, high quality 
accommodation, tours not transport.

Opportunities: Vineyard accommodation, new hotel, new 
high–end tours.

3. Foodies (& wine–ies)

Culinary, tastes, smells, chefs, degustation, knowledge, new 
experiences, authenticity, provenance, paddock to plate, game, earth, 
hosted, food events.

Opportunities: Wine & seafood, Blenheim Food & wine experience, 
Cycle wine tours, boutique restaurants.

4. Summer dreamers

Long summer days, boating, fishing, drinking wine, baches, camping.

Opportunities: Cellar door and beer gardens, Marlborough 
sounds exploring, beaches boating tours, Queen Charlotte Track, 
Meretoto/Ship Cove

5. Slow travellers

Taking time to explore the valleys, meet the locals, enjoy food & 
wine, learn about culture & heritage, explore the towns, sounds, visit 
attractions. Get to know the area.

Opportunities: Boutique valley accommodations, holiday homes in 
the Sounds, Town basecamp and exploring the valleys. Culture & iwi 
tours, small events, one on one experiences.

6. Culture & Heritage Fiends

Learning more about history of the area, immerse in cultural and or iwi 
stories. Use interpretation materials. Attend local specialised events. 
Visit heritage sights throughout the region.

Opportunities: Rangitane Culture centre, Wairau Bar, Meretoto/Ship 
Cove, Omaka Aviation Heritage, wine and seafood business cultures.

7. Nature seekers

Participate in local walks – free and paid.  
Explore the sounds and mountains.  
Engage with local wildlife. 
Explore beaches and riverbeds, mountain valleys and hidden lakes.

Opportunities: Queen Charlotte and Nydia Tracks, Long tail bat 
experience, Molesworth, or Lake Chalice/Richmond Ranges.

8. Escapists

Weekend breaks, singles, couples, and groups 
Getting away from the norm, relaxing and doing things that interest – 
wine, fishing, walking, shopping.  Groups of friends.

Opportunities: Packaged experiences, hens parties, city escapes, 
wine focus, town based and explore the region – one valley per day.

9. Opportunists

A quick stop in the region – passing by, cruise ships, group tours – a 
dip into Marlborough wine, sounds, valleys & towns. Often spur of the 
moment and less planned.

Opportunities: Better Blenheim, Havelock and Picton town offerings 
and experience. Signage, media profile, roadside locations, itineraries, 

10. Business

Here to do business – wine, seafood, agriculture, forestry, tourism, 
other services.

Opportunities: Convenience – hotels, airport, roading, evening F&B, 
meetings spaces, central in NZ, Conference facilities incentives.

Nydia Track/NZ Enduro
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Destination Marlborough 
and its present brand 
position and narrative
“The Marlborough Story” was a broader economic development 
regional branding project undertaken in 2013 to develop the wider 
Marlborough narrative and identify the regions values and identity. 
Even nearly 10 years on the core findings and messages, although 
potentially due for an update, still stand very strong underpinning the 
spirit of the region.

“The Marlborough Story aims to tell a consistent and appealing story 
for the region, communicating the unique qualities of why people 
visit, live and work here.” 

“Marlborough is unique – not for any one reason but for many.  
This region is full of colour, complexity, and diversity – making this 
part of New Zealand truly special. Only Marlborough offers an array 
of outdoor pursuits in such a distinctive and picturesque landscape. 
With one–fifth of the New Zealand coastline in the Marlborough 
Sounds, the land and sea offer unlimited accessibility for sports 
and leisure in a setting that is as geographically diverse as it is 
beautiful. Only Marlborough has the environment that can produce 
its particular style of Sauvignon Blanc, celebrated the world over. 
The soils, the climate and our winemakers’ vision are what make 
our award–winning wines impossible to imitate. From local Iwi to the 
early settlers and to now, Only Marlborough attracts the brave and 
the innovative. It attracts the kind of people who realise the potential 
in the abundance this region offers, and those generous enough to 
share it. Real people choose to live here. They are genuine. They are 
people who not only love our wines, water and wilderness but also 
value our way–of–life. They treasure the region’s heritage and the 
natural environment. They connect. They start businesses.  
They grow. They are what make Marlborough a great place to be. 
There are many reasons why Marlborough offers a way–of–life to 
dream of. Only Marlborough has all the ingredients for a better life – 
found here, in this one unique place”. 

Source Only Marlborough Brand “Guideline’s document.

Marlborough story values 

Abundant/Generous 

Our beautiful natural environment is a constant source of 
nourishment, energy, and inspiration. From this comes our belief 
that there is more than enough to go around, and there is richness in 
our diversity. 

Curious 

We are curious; we think openly about how we can honour and 
protect what we have. We innovate and adapt. We imagine what 
might be and we openly explore options. We choose our path to a 
better way ahead.

Connected 

Understanding the delicate balance between things – between the 
past and the future, sustainability, and growth, ‘you and me’, ‘local 
and global’ – is at the heart of our understanding of the value and 
importance of being connected. 

Genuine 

Being true to our natural environment, to our values and to our 
heritage is at the core of everything we do. We value people, products 
and stories that are genuine. We know hard work is required to fulfil 
our promise and we believe it’s important that we remain trustworthy 
and believable in all that we do. 

Up for it

 Living in a world of beauty and bounty doesn’t make us complacent; 
it makes us thrive. Life in Marlborough provides us with the elements 
and the balance we need. We work together, support and challenge 
each other to aspire towards better outcomes.

Source Only Marlborough Brand “Guideline’s document.

Marlborough – Brilliant Everyday – 2015

Developed by Destination Marlborough as a destination focused 
framework that draws directly from the wider more encompassing 
The Marlborough Story project as outlined above.

The Brilliant Everyday message focuses on developing up 
Marlborough’s natural visitor advantages to focus the regions USPs 
and encapsulate a message attractive to the tourism sector and 
potential visitor.

• Landscape, Lifestyle, location, and infrastructure

• The Marlborough Sounds

• Food & Wine

Brilliant Everyday has allowed Destination Marlborough to focus on 
key selling points and identify regional gaps and opportunities.

Key Selling points:

• The Marlborough Sounds

• Wine & Food

• Nature and Conservation

• Walking and Cycling

• Culture and Heritage

• Events
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Alignment of industries cross 
sector thought and approach in the 
Marlborough Region

Overarching philosophy – that the environment is at the centre of 
everything we do.

Marlborough – a prosperous and fertile region – home to world 
leading wines, landscapes, seafoods, unique coastlines, forests, 
rivers, mountains, and a kind climate.

At the heart of our community, at the soul of who we are, is 
the environment.

As a destination, our visitors are attracted by the amazing wine, 
seafood, clear skies, and coastal hidden gems. 

It therefore makes sense that alignment by key industries at a cross 
sector level in the environmental space is highly desirable but also 
very powerful as a regional brand positioning tool.

Only Marlborough Values 

• Abundant/Generous – food & wine and the natural environment

• Curious – wine, food, and natural environment 
discovery – a journey

• Connected – The community, food & wine, and the environment – 
inexplicably connected

• Genuine – Of the land, by the people/community, in the hand of 
nature, new & old thinking.

• Up for it – trying new things, adventure, new combinations, 
discovery, innovation

A unified and aligned environmental approach by Marlborough 
will require closer alignment between the following sectors 
and agencies

• The Department of Conservation

• Local iwi groups

• The wine industry

• The marine seafood industry

• The agricultural industry

• Marlborough manufacturing and servicing industries

• The tourism industry

• The aviation industry

• Local urban and rural communities

A multi sector Marlborough environment accord could be developed 
focusing of the reduction of waste, rejuvenation of wetlands 
and natural forests, organic initiatives, with an overarching Te 
Mauri approach.

The environment offers an intersecting overlap between industry 
sectors and agencies to promote things like recycling, land use plans 
and regenerations as a concept and how to implement it.

This common regional environmental narrative could be used 
to create value in our brand and drive a premium price point 
in the market.

By leading an internal regional education path amongst all 
industry sectors and providing visitors with the means to give 
back via sponsored activities we create a regenerative loop that 
adds great value.

Bay of Many Coves
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Marlborough – A destination  
narrative shift

Building on the established and well executed Marlborough 
Story messages that are in the market space via Brilliant Every 
Day campaign. 

The destination of Marlborough now has the opportunity via 
community engagement and product development to shift 
the focus of messaging to a more sophisticated level of depth 
and engagement.

By activating visitor community geo–spaces within the four valleys, 
Marlborough can broaden the offering and shift from being product 
focused – Sounds & Wine, to a region of four spaces of exploration.  
This offering is immersed in geographic spaces, amongst the 
community, which offer unique local experiences that include – for 
example – wine and sounds engagements. This ability to explore 
the four districts will be backed by three or four quality town 
hub locations that offer key infrastructure services and become 
experiences in their own right – a visitor precinct in Blenheim or 
developed visitor offerings in Havelock, Picton – and in time, Seddon.

This “Marlborough Inc” concept is a collective idea combining all 
industry sectors – the majority of which are of the primary sector, 
uniting under a common banner which seeks to enhance and 
manage the local environment for the benefit of the community, 
consumer & visitors, and the sectors themselves.

The name given in this plan – “Marlborough inc” to this idea is 
irrelevant – as its stands to communicate the idea only at this stage 
– however the future embodiment of this concept through a further 
developed “Marlborough Story” is the likely outcome.

By the further creation of new visitor experiences – e.g. the extension 
to the Omaka Heritage Aviation Centre  ( aviation as theme), 
development of a seafood experience in Havelock (seafood, food & 
wine), the development of a Rangitane Cultural centre in Blenheim 
(enhancement of  one part of the local iwi history),  evolution of a 
Blenheim CBD visitor precinct (urban evening security & visitor 
services),  or evolution of Picton into a true resort town, we are able 
to amplify the core selling points – and convert these to tangible 
visitor experiences that align with core community values. These 
new experiences will enhance the “Four Valleys” proposition and 
encourage longer stay, higher spend and wider spread of economic 
benefits in all corners of the region.

Narrative evolution summary:

• Adoption of the four–valley community visitor geo–spaces as 
a core concept matching visitor experience, community, and 
environmental overlay

• Supporting and developing towns and villages that provide an 
attractive home base to explore from pursuing a longer stay and 
hub & spoke strategy

• Leading a collective effort across all primary sectors to create a 
common Marlborough environmental message

• Cultivate a seamless understanding between visitor industry, 
iwi, DOC and MDC about the core values, narrative, and 
place management

• Development of new and regionally appropriate visitor 
experiences that leverage the existing strengths and places

• Activate, promote, and educate regenerative community 
practices throughout the visitor industry in Marlborough

• Regionally spread themed boutique accommodation clusters to 
match USP’s – wine, sounds, whale trail, and farm based

Marlborough specific regional geo–spaces, visitor flows and the 
hub & spoke opportunity

The Marlborough region is made up of four key sub communities, 
which exist within four clear valley–based geo spaces. 

These geo–spaces and associated communities offer the setting 
for unique visitor experiences and therefore, any destination 
management planning needs to recognise the very direct 
relationship in these spaces between the community, visitor, and the 
immediate environment.

Understanding that visitors seek out authentic experiences that 
allow close interaction with local communities which in turn are 
wrapped within the localised and immediate environment, creates 
a closer more meaningful exchange and the mutual realisation that 
care of the spaces and environment is a joint effort. Globally visitors 
are coming to appreciate more the need to give back and return 
something to the community and environment that provides these 
meaningful and life enhancing experiences, that they leave the place 
better than they found it.

By localising the visitor experiences, within the community realm 
of day–to–day life – where locals shop, play sports, go to school 
and commune, brings greater sense of ownership, responsibility 
and pride when engaging with visitors – that “this place” matters. 
Locals are then able to identify what level or style of visitation 
industry is best for their needs immediate impacting localised 
needs and develop visitor experiences that sit within accepted 
environmental limitations.

Visitors very quickly notice the authenticity and honesty around 
experiences delivered by the local smaller community and attach a 
higher value to these genuine experiences, often attached to lower 
volume, higher yielding offerings.

Marlborough has traditionally often been positioned as a “wine” – or 
product–based destination, rather than a place of explorations, 
communities, and multiple options. By creating a sense of place, 
space, and loop or hub itineraries with the region, a sense of depth 
and confidence to invest in a longer stay option is promoted. Depth 
of character, alternative options for varied tastes.

By illuminating the town or village home base – Blenheim, Picton, 
Havelock , even  Seddon , the sense of “base” is promoted, 
confidently sending the message that the region offers the 
essential creature comforts of travel – accommodation, food & 
beverage, security, information, transport options etc. These are 
key determinants of travel decisions making – is a potential visitor 
confident enough about the offering to risk  time and money to stay 
here as compared to other options? Travel is the tension between 
the known security and the human need to explore and discover, 
successful destinations provide both.
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Marlborough regional four visitor valleys concept

The Marlborough region is made up of four key sub communities, that exist within four clear geo spaces. 

These geo–spaces and associated communities offer the setting for unique visitor experiences and therefore, any destination management 
planning needs to recognise the very direct relationship in these spaces between the community, visitor, and the immediate environment.
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1. Wairau 2. Tōtaranui – Queen Charlotte Sound

Vineyards and home to Sauvignon Blanc. Queen Charlotte Track

Blenheim – Marlborough’s capital city and key business district Picton, the town and Ferry terminal – a gateway

Wairau Bar and Wildlife heritage, DOC, iwi experiences Endeavour inlet and Ships Cove

Cycleways – Renwick, Wither Hills, Whale trails, central Blenheim. Motuara Island and Kaipupu – biodiversity protection

Aviation – Omaka, Woodbourne Bays accommodations & resorts

Renwick Cycleways Walkways

The Marlborough Food & Wine Festival Boat based experiences, fishing, sailing, marina access

Business and Conference venues – key accommodation Environmental and iwi experiences

Centre of infrastructure – hotels, urban services, airport, rail and axis of roading Whaling history

A unique visitor experience of national significance

Wairau bar interpretation – tours? 

3. Te Hoiere Pelorus & Havelock 4. South Marlborough

Havelock heritage village and wharf Awatere wine area

Pelorus Sound Seddon Town

Pelorus River & bridge Ward

Heritage and iwi experiences Molesworth & Tapuae–o–Uenuku

Seafood & marine farming Connecting valley journeys from Wairau

Okiwi Bay, Kenepuru Sound, Upper Rai Cycle trails – Whale Trail & wine loops

Outer islands & wildlife reserves Farm stays/ rural farm experiences

Nydia track experience On route to Kaikoura – via Ward & Kekerengu

Mt Richmond Forest Park Adventure tourism

Wildlife and fisheries Garden experiences

Boating & Fishing Coastal Grassmere, Marfells Beach and Cape Campbell, Kekerengu

Sounds accommodation

Four valleys district breakdown

1:  The Wairau Valley and Blenheim (including Renwick)

2:  Tōtaranui – The Queen Charlotte Sound – including Picton

3: Te Hoiere – Pelorus – and Havelock from the Rai Valley catchment out to D’Urville Island

4: Southern and Coastal Marlborough including the Awatere Valley, Molesworth, Seddon, and Ward areas.
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Inter district flows or connecting spaces and visitor access journeys within 
Marlborough – joining the valleys

Knitting the visitor spaces of Marlborough is vital to ensure regional opportunity and protection. 

Creating journeys of exploration and discovery opening new routes and places.

Creating loops to return to town accommodation and encouraging longer stay and heightened curiosity.

Interconnectivity between the four valleys is also important to ensure visitation crosses over between the spaces 

Examples include

• Redwood & Taylors Passes – between Wairau and Awatere

• Spring Creek, Tuamarina and Koromiko – between Wairau and Tōtaranui

• Linkwater – between Picton & Havelock

• Renwick – between Blenheim and Havelock

Intra district flows

Wairau Queen Charlotte Sound

Wine tour loops Picton to Queen Charlotte Track & ships cove

Blenheim business Ferry arrivals & departures

Cycle exploration Sounds boutique accommodation access

Omaka loop Kenepuru accommodation access

Hub & spoke from Blenheim or Renwick Mail boat and day trip loops

Southern Valleys Walking & Bike track access

Whites Bay & Rarangi onward to Port Underwood Kayaking tours

Linkway track

Pelorus South Marlborough

Havelock to Pelorus sound – Mailboat Awatere vineyards & cellar doors

Havelock to Pelorus Sound – holiday homeowners Molesworth flows

Havelock to Nydia Track Whale trail (future)

Havelock to Pelorus Bridge and Rai Valley Adventure? (Clarence river rafting)

Havelock – Picton – via Linkwater Train connections (future)

Journeys out to Okiwi bay and Durville island Agriculture/ vineyard homestay B&B Lodge

Kekerengu on to Kaikoura

Molesworth/Rainbow/ Wairau loop

Molesworth / Clarence River loop
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Clusters of icons & visitor themes

While each of the four valleys can establish its own offering and 
unique experiences, it’s vital for the greater region of Marlborough to 
remain connected and that visitors can connect themes of desired 
experiences to form a wide and varied or very focused regional 
experience – e.g. – did the visitor come just for the wine or was wine 
part of a wider more comprehensive experience – each visitor builds 
their own preferred version to suit their individual tastes.

• Wine of Wairau and Awatere (Explore the two valleys)

• Wildlife – Motuara, Kayaking, Bats & Tuatara, Kaipupu

• Heritage – Blenheim, Wairau bar, Meretoto Ship Cove, Havelock. 
Picton, Omaka

• Iwi based – stories and journeys – Wairau, Tōtaranui, Te Hoiere, 
Awatere & Tapuae–o–Uenuku

• Cycle touring – Whale trail, Renwick, Southern Marlborough, 
Queen Charlotte Track. Link pathway, Nydia

• Aviation – Omaka, Scenic flight over vines, sounds, & mountains, 
behind the scenes, events

• Seafood – Pelorus, seafood market, restaurants, food & wine 
matches, farm tours, Havelock

• Natural environs and DOC land experience – Queen Charlotte 
track and or Mt Richmond forest park

Marlborough – a destination of four valleys and four town bases – 
ideal for exploration, yet accessible to overnight facilities – comfort 
and security while exploring the valleys that hold the unique 
experiences and communities within.
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Consideration of an amalgamation or stronger partnership between  
the Kaikoura and Marlborough RTOs

When considering the “Four Valleys” concept, it becomes apparent 
that the neighbouring district region of Kaikoura, is at the very least 
a sister region of Marlborough from a geological sense. Perched to 
the Southeast of Marlborough and bordered via the inland Kaikoura 
Mountain range, Kaikoura is sandwiched between Molesworth of 
Marlborough and the Pacific Ocean.

Traditionally Kaikoura has faced south from a business 
sense, drawing traditional customers to it overwhelmingly 
international customer base through the traditional Christchurch 
international airport.

Since the earthquakes of 2010–2011 and 2016 this has changed 
significantly and the Covid – 19 pandemics of 2019–2022 has again 
required Kaikoura to consider its international versus domestic 
visitor base.

There are some natural community connections between Kaikoura 
and Marlborough via schools and access to shopping – especially in 
the North of Kaikoura and Southern Marlborough. 

There is little conflict in key selling points – Kaikoura – marine & 
iwi tourism and Marlborough with the wine and sounds – they are 
complimentary.

Marlborough has the domestic travellers Kaikoura seeks and 
Kaikoura has the international profile that Marlborough can 
leverage off.

By aligning Kaikoura with Marlborough, it not only provides a stronger 
international sales connection, but also an additional 5th valley to the 
Northeast of the South Island narrative. 

By working with airlines, there is therefore a better case to promote 
the Blenheim Airport as a natural gateway to the South Island and 
pair strongly with the ferry based Picton gateway.

Connections to rail via either Kiwirail and private rail tour operators 
also bolster the case to connect train routes, frequency, charter, 
and conference business down the coast. Natural roading links 
also add value.

With prospective RTO amalgamation encouraged by central 
government and changes in i–SITE structure, paired with the small 
rates payer base of Kaikoura and lack of economies of scale created, 
there is room to consider this concept as a wider long–term plan and 
destination play by the region.
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Te Tauihu – the Top of the South – an environmental and cultural bond

A more traditional view of wider inter regional partnerships could 
be viewed through the Te Tauihu relationship that Marlborough and 
Nelson Tasman have always had.

Connected via the eight regional iwi – who’s takiwā span significantly 
over both regions, the top of the south relationship has existed going 
back hundreds of years, connected on shared secure coastlines, 
warm climate and associated natural food resources – this is a wider 
area of outstanding natural beauty and collective creativity –  
The wider region attracts the life styler populations and has a history 
of boutique business innovation.

As the visitor gateway to the south, there are natural synergies when 
developing travel itineraries that lead from Picton and onto the West 
Coast – forming part of a wider NZ experience.

With so many similarities – wines, foods, warm waters and pristine 
coastlines – the Marlborough and Nelson Tasman could be seen 
as competitors.

Regional Marlborough stakeholder consultation has also indicated 
a tension between the two regions by many – some based on 
tradition government centralised decisions making emanating 
from Nelson, with a large hill and winding road creating space and 
distance perceptions.

Natural environmental planning frameworks – for example the 
Kotahitanga Mō Te Taiao Strategy point to common interest in 
the environment that tie neatly into local iwi land stewardship 
philosophy around Te Ao Māori and the relationship with Te Taiao – 
the environment.

However, a wider, much more relevant issue lies with the top of the 
south island remaining in a slight travel vacuum – created via lack 
of wide body jet aircraft access to the region and leaving a pathway 
over the top of the region between Auckland, Rotorua, Wellington to 
Christchurch and Queenstown to the south. It is more likely that the 
Nelson airport – with its greater population will drive a longer wider 
airport facility, which could drive volume in the future to the top of the 
south.  In 2017 Nelson airport attracted 1.2m passengers and was the 
6th busiest in New Zealand, with Woodbourne Airport being the 12th 
business in New Zealand with about a 300,000 passengers in 2017.

 Aligned with this issue is the comparative lack of high end 
internationally branded hotels in the Te Tauihu region – meaning 
fewer global marketing hotel resources are spent on driving 
visitor to the area – to satisfy shareholder return on large capital 
accommodation investments.

Visitor attractions – often end up being visitor motivational pawns 
in a much larger investor game of returns. The investment into an 
internationally branded 4 star + hotel in Blenheim may go some 
distance to marketing the region internationally via accommodation 
based wholesale and corporate distribution. The current globally 
branded hotels in the Northern South island Region – The Rutherford 
in Nelson (The Heritage Group) and the soon to be completed 
Sudima Hotel in Kaikoura – leaves Marlborough with a product gap 
costing the region in potential visitor nights and drawing high end 
tour groups to stay elsewhere.

MARLBOROUGH

TASMAN

WEST COAST

HURUNUI

K AIKOURA

REGIONAL AREAS
for �p of the South

Nelson / Whakatū
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The destination of Marlborough and neighbouring RTO’s – Having its cake and eating it

As a centrally located region with great access to air, rail, road, 
sea, cycle and foot–based transportation, Marlborough can 
enjoy a unique leveraging opportunity to add value to itself and 
neighbouring regional destinations. Air, sea, and rail all connect well 
to centres of Christchurch and Wellington, while the international 
market focus on Kaikoura can be extended by common east coast 
itinerary messaging.

The traditional north to south flow by independent self–drive and 
coach touring as they explore the north and then the west coast 
of the South Island, will ensure that future relations with Nelson 
remain strong.

Key to these partnerships is the development of strong unique selling 
narratives – these then should always revert back to the Sounds, 
wine, seafood, outdoors, heritage & culture and aviation.

Ship Cove/Meretoto
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Yealands
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Access within 
Marlborough
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Visitor experience access whilst within Marlborough

1. Wine Tourism access

Marlborough is New Zealand’s largest wine producing region 
delivering 75% of the countries wine production.  As a large 
volume production area, some of the challenges lie in the ability 
to provide global customers with high quality wine volume while 
at the same time preserving the authenticity and boutique cellar 
door experiences sought by visitors. It could be suggested that 
per hectare of grapes, Marlborough has fewer cellar doors than 
elsewhere in New Zealand. 

The New Zealand Institute of Economic Research has reported 18 
percent of all of Marlborough’s economic activity in 2020, a total of 
$571 million, can be attributed to the wine industry. The wine industry 
directly and indirectly fills one in every four jobs in Marlborough 
(2,750 jobs) with another 3,338 jobs indirectly supported by 
the industry.

Some additional visitor access challenges exist in regard to vineyard 
production and onsite health and safety requirements that can limit 
the ability to create appropriate and easily accessible cycleways 
while still delivering safety in the workplace.

The Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc brand is a global phenomenon 
– indeed considered by many the premium region of this variety 
globally. Delivering a visitor experience that backs up that reality and 
tells the story of the region and its wine making history appears less 
consistent amongst the cellar doors.

Seasonality and staff availability are also areas of concern indicated 
by vineyards.

Key Strengths Key Concerns

Quality of wine Inconsistent delivery at cellar door

Authentic cellar door experiences Seasonality and staff retention

Relative proximity of cellar doors Regional focus on volume over authenticity

Best climate in New Zealand Poor evening experiences – many cellar doors close early

Central country location Lack of vineyard accommodation – fulsome wine experience

Dominant variety – Sauvignon Blanc – clear proposition Sole focus largely on Sav Blanc, while many other varieties abound

Family–owned local offering Current alcohol licence regulations – requiring food on site

Some availability of full restaurant facilities at vineyards Corporate blindness of visitor opportunity by some larger corporate wine growers.

Key Opportunities Access for Wine – Key Strategies

Access for Wine – key strategies Cycleway development

Coordination of a combined regional cellar door offering Connectivity and focus around central Blenheim

Strategic cycleway developments Addition vineyard accommodation offerings

Develop regional wine narratives Access to wine and seafood experiences

Better data to understand issues Development of spectrum of options – boutique to large group

Alignment with seafood – create unique Marlborough offering Development of a town–based wine experience in Blenheim 

Cruise market dispersal – correct sizing of groups to cellar doors Centralised booking system showing available open cellar doors and allow 
bookings of specific experiences

Indoor/ year–round/ centralised combined wine options

Wider range of wine product experiences – tours, food, groups etc

Use of technology to manage staff costs & improve delivery

Alignment with conference, meetings, and incentives

Opening of more vineyard cellar doors – only 33 of 178 wineries
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2. Access to Queen Charlotte Sound – Tōtaranui and Waitohi Picton

The wider Marlborough Sounds are quite simply a relatively 
undiscovered gem of New Zealand, and yet to achieve global icon 
status they deserve.

Visitation remains largely dominated by domestic visitors with a 
focus on Christchurch and Canterbury visitation associated with 
holiday homes and boat ownership. Further visitation is frequently 
from the Wellington or Nelson Tasman districts providing a short 
break destination.

A selection of local water–based transport operators offers a 
range of transfer, walking, adventure tourism, boating, seafood, and 
mail run tour options. The key focus of visitor experiences tends 
to revolve around the Queens Charlotte Track, accommodation 
options, and the heritage surrounding Meretoto Ship Cove and 
Endeavour inlet.

Perception problems endure for the Marlborough Sounds as 
many visitors will perhaps see the interisland ferry as their 
“Sounds Experience”.

As the axis of access, and the roading gateway to the South Island, 
Waitohi Picton continues to positively develop and transition. 
Foreshore and visitor wharf and ticketing office options have 
provided a focal point for visitor interactions with the water.

Future planned redevelopments of the Ferry terminal will provide 
challenges and opportunities in the visitor flow and smaller cruise 
ship handling spaces.

The currently under construction extension to the Waikawa marina 
will allow a further 320 berths and the consequent support and 
accommodation spin off opportunities.

Initiatives to develop new visitor attraction concepts to assist with 
visitor retention in Waitohi Picton are already underway and led by 
Marlborough District Council.

Future opportunities lie in the appropriate consideration of the town 
main street visitor experience – especially for transitional travellers 
and the likely need for a wider range of accommodation options 
both in Waitohi Picton and the Marlborough Sounds as the industry 
recovers in a post Covid setting.

Initiatives that assist in transitioning Picton from a gateway to a 
destination include new visitor attractions, and potential resort or 
apartment accommodation options.

Key Strengths Key Concerns

Located on main visitor route between North & South Islands Lack of accessible commercialised accommodation out in the Sounds – few hotels of 
variable quality and individual holiday homes – lacking in commissionable volumes

Stunning setting visually Higher price point of boating transport limiting easy access for all

Safe harbour for boating in NZ climate Fuel costs

Existing boating access Perception of summer positioning

Queen Charlotte Track as a destination driver Ownership of land on Queen Charlotte Track

Home port of Picton to use as base for sounds exploratio. Lack of access to iwi–based experiences

Established local operators invested in future of Sounds Lack of existing visitor volume to grow infrastructure viability

Natural environment and wildlife experiences Few overnight on–water experiences

Well–developed leisure/ visitor boating wharf side facilities and expanding marina 
facilities for boat owners

Lack of easy & quick access to Pelorus from Picton

Passionate local environmentally focused community Lack of commercialised visitor attractions out in Sounds – a packaged destination 
driver for industry distribution chains

Nationally valuable heritage status – iwi & colonial Existing long term environmental damage

Pressure on fishing stocks

Roading vulnerability 

Uncertainty around future aspiration by Sounds based community

Key Opportunities Key Strategies

Enhance Picton as gateway to the Sounds – a destination Development of alternative sounds–based walking experiences to reduce risk and 
exposure around Queen Charlotte Track 

Secure land tenure on Queen Charlotte Track – future security Development of new Picton based visitor attraction(s) to retain existing throughflow 
traffic longer

Evolve environmentally aware groups under one common plan Consideration of higher quality hotel in central or near Picton

Activate iwi visitor spaces and build narrative Investigation around the development of a high quality wellness resort that include 
quality water views, spa facilities and easy quick road access from Picton

Consider what a new commercialised visitor attraction in the Sounds may look like Work with wider community, DOC, and iwi to further develop regenerative visitor plans 
and wider iwi narrative

Development of environmentally and socially acceptable accommodation in the 
Sounds

Complete Picton resort package/ experience
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3. Access to Pelorus Sound & Havelock – Te Hoiere

Pelorus Sound and its gateway at Havelock have a unique position, 
different yet complimentary to the more developed and well–known 
Queen Charlotte Sound with Picton.

Positioned more clearly in the marine farming and classic agriculture 
space, the quintessential Pelorus mail boat trip in many ways 
represents the essence of the area – a remote rural and marine 
farming community and rugged landscapes.

With its own sense of history and icon destinations like French Pass, 
D’Urville Island and Kenepuru Sound, the Pelorus experience can be 
couched in a slightly more explorative adventure–based narrative.

The gateway of Havelock, with its authentic working wharf 
and colonial village history is embraced by the hills of the local 
landscape giving it an undiscovered and very authentic feel quite 
different from Picton.

Located on a natural roading axis linking Picton to Nelson and 
Pelorus to Blenheim, its situation is an opportunity to be moulded 
in an authentic manner creating a must stop self–drive visitor 
experience and a unique linkage between seafood and wine.

Key Strengths Key Concerns

Marine farming Depth of harbour limiting ship size

Historic Havelock Marine farming industrial scale operational base

Greenshell mussel capital of the world 45 mins from Blenheim

Great wharf facilities Less photogenic of the Sounds

Located on main axis road Less established nationally historic sites as compared to Queen Charlotte

Gateway to French Pass & D’Urville Less accommodation, F&B options in Havelock

Seafood and wine crossover Lower number of established commercial tourism operators

One end of a possible double back cruise between Havelock & Picton No view from Havelock out to sounds so harder to sell

Quintessential New Zealand freshwater valley river & bush experiences Limited iwi narrative

Limited workforce

Key Opportunities Key Strategies

Development of wharf side for shorter seafood experience Develop feasibility study around Havelock seafood experience

Development of a closer and shorter time period water–based seafood experience and 
marine farming tour

Develop community framework on Havelock historic village experience

Development of greater heritage narrative for Havelock Develop partnerships with local iwi to investigate natural environment experiences

Development of end–to–end Picton/ Havelock Sounds based overnight (2–night 3 day) 
experience

Investigate Picton Havelock overnight/3–day cruise options

Development of appropriate scaled accommodation experience Research town planning options that encourage passers–by to stop and discover the 
wharf space

Development of better Portage Hotel boating connections to boost occupancy 
& access

Create stories around the wine and seafood connection – a unique NZ attribute 

Development of Pekapeka and/or Tuatara visitor opportunities

Develop overnight base position for Havelock to support experiences in the Pelorus 
Sound, Bridge & Rai Valley

Working closer with local iwi to promote heritage and narratives

Havelock Pelorus Sound Havelock
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4. Access to Awatere Valley, and South Marlborough Coast

As a lesser well known part of the district South Marlborough 
includes the Awatere Valley, Seddon, Ward and the east coast as far 
as the Waima river, and inland to include Molesworth Station.

The region is a mix of viticulture and traditional farming that runs 
from the rocky coast of Ward beach up to New Zealand’s highest 
mountain outside of the southern alps – Mt Tapuae–o–Uenuku at 

2,885m in the inland Kaikoura’s, the sacred mountain and famous for 
being Sir Edmund Hillary’s first major climb.

Not traditionally known as a visitor destination, the district has 
a growing number of experience opportunities and unique 
spaces and places.

Key Strengths Key Concerns

Growing separate wine region identity south of the more well–known Wairau Valley No district identity

Gateway to Molesworth “Drive through towns with no call to action to stop”

A small selection of adventure products Poor sibling to Wairau Sauvignon – wine identity?

A small and proud traditional grazing agricultural community, now less common in 
Marlborough

Isolated community

Returning next generation/ intergenerational traditional and enthusiastic community. Shortage of housing, shortage of potential accommodation, campgrounds

Local garden experiences Whale Trail to nowhere if Kaikoura link not completed

Key Opportunities Key Strategies

Development of sector clusters – wine, cycle, adventure, primary producers, rail, cruise 
ship suppliers, gardens, farm stay/visit

Work with local community to develop clear identity

Connectivity to Kaikoura – part of route and itinerary south Work with adventure operators to develop sector clusters

Rail – turntable at Seddon – build destination offer around transport access Work with farming tourism operations to increase accommodation

RSE workers, cuisine, culture, part of community Focus on Whale Trail infrastructure 

Loops and itineraries – cycle loops, wine tours, Molesworth to Hanmer, Sth Coast 
Route, via Rainbow & return 

Define local iwi narrative – especially around Tapuae–o–Uenuku

Mt Tapuae–o–Uenuku – build the heritage stories and folk law Amplify coastal activities

Lake Grassmere visitor experience/interpretation Continue to explore Lake Grassmere visitor experiences

Leverage Clarence River Explore special events – high country multi–sports

Work with tramping and climbing community, DOC, Iwi etc Grow boutique artisan narrative

Improve tramping hut accommodation – links to Kaikoura Connect with Kaikoura region to create a scenic route

Middlehurst Station Middlehurst Station
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5. Aviation access

Aviation has been part of the Marlborough region since early flight 
in New Zealand.

The warm climate and clear weather days throughout the year make 
it a natural aviation hots spot.

With the natural alliance of Omaka Airfield and the Woodbourne 
Aerodrome, Marlborough has an existing infrastructure strength to 
maintain excellent aviation services into the future.

The visitor focus to the regions aviation experience is the world 
class Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre (OAHC) which features 
displays and stories on World War 1 and 2 aviation – six aircraft in the 
Dangerous Skies (WW2) and 23 in the Knights of the Skies (WW1) – 
which feature displays of Peter Jacksons own original WW1 aircraft 
and assisted displays by WETA Workshop. OAHC also provides a 
world class off season and weather independent visitor experience 
while catering for large conference functions as a themed offsite 
venue. With further ambitious plans to extend its exhibition space to 
cater for additional aircraft and larger conference groups confirms 

OAHC has a strong future leading the aviation visitor proposition.

The RNZAF base at Woodbourne is next to the Marlborough Airport, 
here the RNZAF undertake training for recruits, officers & command. 
Managed by Airbus Ltd the business undertakes maintenance of 
aircraft airframes, engines, and avionics systems.

The wider aviation community have embraced Marlborough 
and Omaka Airpark is operated by OAHC next to their visitor 
experience. Aviation related business including specialist machinists, 
maintenance engineering, helicopter operators, agricultural flying, 
flight training and heritage scenic charters.

According to a feasibility study conducted by OAHC in 2019, 
Aviation contributed $73.5 million to Marlborough’s GDP for the 
region in 2017, there are 911 aviation jobs or 3.5% of total Marlborough 
jobs across 45 businesses.

With over 100 vintage aircraft in the district, Marlborough can claim 
to be a key global centre for heritage aviation.

Key Strengths Key Concerns

Ideal weather conditions – climate – for lighter heritage aircraft Maximising the OAHC possibility – global scalability and aviation niche magnetism – 
under investment

Easy access from main towns to aerodromes and airports Maintaining Marlborough’s position as an aviation hot spot

Development and future plans at OAHC If RNZAF closes base at Woodbourne

Access across vineyards, mountains, and coastline for unique scenic flights Creating enough visitation volume and revenue via OAHC to drive further investment

Biannual Classic Fighter Omaka Air show Lack of domestic conferences choosing Marlborough and Events centre partnerships

Year–round all season and weather appeal Not enough profile of aviation as a Marlborough USP

Global pulling power and unique position as an attraction Dependent on conference volume

Depth of specialist aviation skill sets in local population

Key Opportunities Key Strategies

Development of OAHC to compliment cruise, conference, aviation event, tour group 
market gaps

Source funding and complete proposed OAHC extensions o secure new collection, 
expand off season appeal and provide larger conference facilities 

Development of Marlborough as an aviation touring base for the Top of the South 
Island and potentially nationwide

Amplify commissionable visitor aviation activities and promote flights that highlight 
regional strengths including Sounds, Molesworth, vineyard, seafood, and mountain 
experiences. Bush and beach remote airstrip access

Further evolution of aviation scenic flight options that take in the sounds, food & fine etc Continue to promote and expand aviation special events with OAHC

Using aviation to assist better access to remote corners of the Marlborough Sounds

Development of a regional flight school and educational segment

Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre PMH Aviation Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre
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Existing and potential cycleway connections – Source Destination Marlborough

6. Marlborough visitor cycling access

Marlborough is fortunate to have a wide array of existing and 
developed cycleways that have been developed by the Marlborough 
District Council (MDC) is association with a range of local and 
national agencies over recent years.

The 2019 – 2020 Marlborough Walking and Cycling strategy outlines 
the key projects, reasoning and activations planned by the MDC now 
and in coming years.

The key focus of these cycle routes – as driven by the MDC cycling 
strategy – revolve around important community development, health 
and wellbeing, safety, and carbon emissions goals etc as set by local 
and national government.

To a much lesser degree the visitor industry, while having 
been considered, has not been focused on within the existing 
document plan.

An opportunity lies to articulate a wider visitor cycling plan 
especially as new routes are developed including the Whale Trail and 
Renwick cycle wine paths. The possibility to super charge the wider 
community investment and achieve a double whammy for visitors 
and community is there.

Cycle paths are loosely able to be split in three user types:  
Firstly urban/rural formal cycle ways – used by more leisurely  
locals and visitors to commute and access visitor attractions. 
Secondly mountain bike tracks, designed with more active recreation 
and exercise. Thirdly cycle ways that provide intra–regional or inter–
regional access and longer touring route options.

The visitor space needs to consider these user groups for differing 
reasons and differing visitor markets.

1. Urban /Rural formal cycle ways

Cycle wine tours

Town and country exploration

Safe access from country to urban attractions

Providing day visit access to visitor attractions – e.g., Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre

2. Mountain Bike Tracks

An attraction within their own right

Part of exploring the region – e.g., views from Wither Hills

As part of a nationwide itinerary to visit mountain bike parks in varied regions

Adding additional adventure tourism options for Marlborough

A destination partnership opportunity with Nelson region and top of the south

3. Intra or inter regional cycle touring

Visitors coming to undertake a trail or itinerary in the region

Examples – Queen Charlotte Track, The Whale Trail, The Link Pathway, Nydia Track

Visitors coming to or passing through region specifically for these tracks

Implications on wider services – accommodation, F&B, classical visitor attractions etc

Icon value 

Part of a wider NZ holiday cycle trip
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Key Strengths Key Concerns

Marlborough has flat spaces Marlborough has not recognised the visitor expectation or decision process 
around cycling

Wine and cycling are natural partners While Marlborough has 35 cellar doors, they are not as accessible as could be

There are small towns within realistic distance of each other Cycle touring routes for visitors are not clearly defined and championed, but 
protected by cycle tour operators

There are a wide range of geographic options close together vineyards, valleys,  
rivers, ocean

There are 3 or 4 separate cycling islands in and around Blenheim and  
wider Marlborough

The evolution of Ebikes extending potential day tour distances Safety

Existing but currently disconnected cycle trails Wind

Key Opportunities Key Strategies for Marlborough cycling options to achieve success  
in the visitor sector

Fully connected cycle routes Interconnectivity, loops, and links – a reason to use, and return to base

Safe wine cycle tourism A wider story or experience on route

Blenheim as base to explore from Good signage or access to directional information

Connecting Marlborough to Kaikoura and Nelson via cycleways Alignment with regions strengths – wine, seafood, sounds, aviation

Connecting visitor attractions increasingly by cycle A journey, exploration, views, discovery, adventure

Reducing Marlborough carbon emissions and impact on the environment Options that fit time, distance, fitness and take advantage of emerging  
Ebikes technologies

Development of new routes like the Whale Trail, Southern Wairau Valleys, and Awatere 
wine tour cycle options

Possible future use of cycleways by small autonomous vehicles to assist drink drive 
visitor limitations

Awatere Valley
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7. Accommodation access

Marlborough has a wide range of space and place offerings that 
require the appropriate and easily accessible accommodation 
infrastructure to encourage visitors to explore more and stay 
longer at a desired comfort level. Further amplification of clear 
accommodation options, districts, and styles will assist in visitor 
confidence and encourage improved commissionable distribution 
via the travel trade.

Accommodation product distribution and marketing over the 
past 15– 20 years has become more dominated by Online Travel 
agents (OTAs) e.g., Booking.com. The focus on individual properties 

within these sites and the active strategy to make them internally 
competitive via features, location, and prices, has come at the 
expense of the cooperative and collectively beneficial common 
destinational message.

Marlborough has a range of experiential accommodation themes 
that align with our destination themes, that could be better clustered 
under singular media communications – including the Destination 
Marlborough website and associated maps to better guide the 
potential client over choice.

Strengths of accommodation offering in Marlborough Key Concerns

Number of holiday homes in Marlborough Sounds Undefined experience accommodation inventory

Centrally located hotels and motels in Blenheim Inconsistent quality with separate owners

Clarity with freedom camping locations and campsites Lack of high quality 4 star plus accommodation in Marlborough

Stunning theme opportunities – wine and sounds, farm–stay whale trail, conference, 
local foods & seafoods

Limited number of destination specific hero accommodations

One night Ferry based accommodation in Picton Lack of alternative options to freedom camping – NZMCA sites

Large number of older very average motel accommodation offerings pulling destination 
offer down

Key Opportunities Key Strategies

Develop theme–based accommodation clusters Development of wine accommodation cluster

New 4 star plus hotel in Blenheim Development of Te Hoiere and Tōtaranui sounds accommodation market cluster

Clarity around vineyard and sounds based accommodation offering Development of Whale Trail accommodation cluster

Marlborough focused accommodation offerings that promote access to unique 
regional experiences

Development of farm stay South Marlborough cluster

Connecting the development accommodation experiences to the four valleys and town 
hub concept to further activate this strategy

Encouragement of new global hotel management company to build or manage new 
Blenheim based hotel  

Possible wine and cycle tour options connected to accommodation Investigate near Picton wellness–based resort

Seek to increase more accommodation in South Marlborough 

Develop high end wine based full serviced boutique hotel

Portage ResortBay of Many Coves
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Blenheim town as a visitor destination

Blenheim, the largest town in Marlborough, with a population 
of 28000 is ideally located in a central position in the heart 
of the region.

Generously served by road access from North South & West, the 
town provides a T intersection between SH1 and SH6.

Also aligning is the main truck railway line that passes within a few 
hundred metres of the main town centre. Adding to this is the nearby 
airport just 6Kms from the CBD and the Picton Ferry terminal just 
26kms to the Northeast. 

Blenheim is blessed with its central New Zealand location, great 
infrastructure for access and the envy of many other aspiring 
visitor towns. 

With a largely centralised CBD based on its river, the main shopping 
areas covers just a few flat blocks bordered by the river and SH1.

Unlike many other New Zealand small towns which suffer from 
strip development along the main highway, Blenheim is more 
consolidated, and the town retains its heritage heart.  
Centrally the streets are comfortably wide to allow parking and 
pedestrian combined with low rise buildings allowing great sunlight 
in what could be described as one of New Zealand’s sunniest towns. 
Opportunities abound for markets, alfresco businesses, and central 
pedestrian–based events.

Market square, Seymour square, the Marlborough Events Centre, 

Raupo café, and footbridge accessed quays on the Taylor River 
round off a set of framed leisure and business spaces that ground 
the town. The soon to be completed Library and Art Gallery will 
provide a much needed anchor project from which further amenities 
will partner in future.

Blenheim sits at the heart of New Zealand’s largest wine producing 
region and cries out to own its space as a gateway and departure 
point for vineyard and cellar door exploration. Dotted around the 
periphery of the CBD and leading away on the main roading routes 
is a comprehensive selection of hotels and motels offering easy 
foot access to the centre. The pride of the town is shown through 
several well–kept botanical park spaces including Seymour Square, 
the Taylor River side walkways and just beyond the surprising 
Pollard Park.

Blenheim is brilliant and unique New Zealand town with the world at 
its fingertips.

“Place making lies at the very heart of economic development. 
Places that have invested in the infrastructure and amenities that 
make good experiences have become the places that people want to 
visit, live, study and work. When destinations invest in place making 
in a determined fashion the flow on investment and benefits go far 
beyond tourism as businesses need to locate in the place’s talent 
wants to live”.

Source: David Perks WellingtonNZ – MBIE Destination Management 
Guidelines 

Key Strengths Key Concerns

Easy foot access Non– cohesive business community

Close to main roading routes Wine focused town but not visitor focused town

Near airport Lack of cohesive visitor interpretation

Railway access Lack of definition of spaces

Low rise buildings and sunny climate Little nightlife

River heritage Lack of inner town residents

Central to vineyards Poor space planning in Market square

Formal park spaces Few sunny afternoon wine quaffing spots or a social heart

Seasonal services inconsistency

Key Opportunities Key Strategies

Wine centre/ market/ tour launch point Development of globally branded 4+ star hotel

Group tour/ cruise offering Develop feasibility study around wine/food market space

Defined nightlife spot/strip Connect town exploration journeys better

Central town large visitor attractions to get people to stop Focus on winter marketing to use cosy spaces and promote events and conferences

Town narrative discovery trails and loops Align Marlborough Events Centre with town service facilities

Better cycle connectivity to wine areas

Redesigned seven–day market space

Spaces for culture, coffee, art, foodies, niche clusters etc – breath life
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Addressing regional visitor dispersal

The development of the four valleys and associated supporting town 
centres concept at the heart of this visitor plan will provide a key tool 
enabling more effective visitor dispersal.

Dispersal of visitor spending, and experiences will:

• Distribute visitor spend wider to lower population spaces, assist 
community wellbeing and employment levels

• Encourage new product developments

• Encourage longer stay visits with a wider range of options

• Encourage smaller operators/communities in lesser locations to 
cluster together to create critical mass

• Assist in reducing loss of social licence in the community  
e.g., cruise ship visitor volumes.

• Encourage boutique accommodation development

• Engender community pride, build local narrative, and 
preserve history

• Reduce impact in over exposed places 

• Develop sub regional touring and itinerary options – hub & 
spoke & loops

Information provision as a key driver of 
regional visitor spread

The provision of the three regional visitor centre i–SITE offices in 
Blenheim, Picton and seasonally, Havelock, continue to provide a 
valuable form of information dissemination for the visitor industry 
and a tangible point of convenient access for visitors.

Information centres, via the oral advice by staff to visitors, can highly 
influence activity choice, location exploration and length of stay.

Development of regional product experience packaging by the i–
SITE can influence the expected experiences, and brand messaging.

i–SITEs also assist in creating a hub for localised visitor industry 
operators to connect and share ideas and industry knowledge – 
growing further the areas depth in understanding.

Working through Destination Marlborough, the i–SITE offices 
help manage the connection between the visitor and community 
to ensure ongoing social licence. i–SITEs provide a tangible 
embodiment of Manaakitanga – a warm welcome and sharing of 
knowledge, while at the same time allowing a sharing of Tiaki – 
ensuring protection of our environment and community – a sharing 
of views espoused by the Isite teams.

Destination Marlborough also holds a regional agreement with the 
Department of Conservation to help provide wider information 
services around visitor opportunities within the conservation estate. 
This creates a powerful connection and message of authority as the 
DOC message is passed on by the i–SITE team underpinned by the 
network’s credibility.

Activities by Destination Marlborough include the provision of 
website, visiting media and travel trade education ensure the 
Marlborough message is consistently kept on track and aligned with 
the wider regional aspiration.

As a destination management organisation, Destination Marlborough 
undertakes a comparatively high level of operator capability 
development and works with Tourism Industry Aotearoa, and 
Tourism New Zealand to instil values and processes around the Tiaki 
promise and the Tourism Sustainability Commitment programmes.

Road signage and key visitor spot interpretation are also key 
opportunities to guide unstructured visitors to key locations of 
interest, assist wayfinding and grow heritage and geographic stories. 
Signage offers the opportunity for iwi to reintegrate the original 
place names, and even return it to the authentic handle. Work on 
this interpretation and naming space with iwi in partnership with 
agencies including Waka Kotahi, DOC, and MDC could provide a 
cornerstone framework and catalyst for wider iwi integrations into 
the visitor industry.

Recent natural emergency events including the time after the 
Kaikoura and Christchurch earthquakes have highlighted the 
i–SITE position as a holder of key information, guidance, and 
communications during times of community and visitor upheaval. 
During these exceptional times, the ability to provide clear and 
concise information, supporting services, accommodation, 
and guidance of people in and out of the region has been 
absolutely invaluable.

Yealands



Marlborough Destination 
Management Plan – Findings, 
Strategies and Activations
The Marlborough Destination Management Plan journey has culminated in the 
following three outcomes:

1.
Core findings and 
recommendations – a wider 
holistic view of key directions 
and core agendas

2.
18 Key Marlborough Destination 
Management Plan sub strategies – the 
basis from which to create a roadmap 
of activations moving forward with  
the identification of key strategies 
that will drive the main outcomes  
from the core findings

3.
9 new specific targeted visitor 
product and infrastructure plans to 
deliver aligned projects that feed 
into the wider umbrella ambition 
and physically deliver a future 
destination to visitors and the local 
community

The framework for this plan has been driven by the wider ambition of the Minister of Tourism and relating to the MBIE 
destination planning guidelines.

Queen Charlotte Sound
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That viewing the visitor offering through a wider environmental, 
landscape, and climatic lens will improve regional 
regenerational outcomes 

Aligning with all key local community, industry, and government 
agencies to ensure the future of visitation to the region is understood, 
recognised, planned for, and funded appropriately

That the destination narrative and forward future developments reflect 
the aspirations of the local community, iwi, and regional stakeholders

That via the process of developing a wider range of visitor experiences 
the philosophy of regenerative tourism and where possible visitor 
contribution (user pays) are included in the thinking

That future structures of governance – i.e., the four valleys 
community approach – will ensure ongoing consultation of the wider 
Marlborough populations

1
The Marlborough Destination 
Management Plan seeks to 
deliver on these via:

2

3

4

5
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Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre
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The region of Marlborough needs 
to embrace and continue to play 
to its natural climate advantages 
provided by unique landscapes 
and the communities within.

That the environment 
sits at the heart of 
this regional and 
community focused 
plan.

There is the need for further 
infrastructure investment into 
accommodation, central town 
visitor precincts, and coordination 
of wider tourist services to provide 
clarity of offering, and security 
during visitor decision making.

Core findings  
and recommendations:

1

That the visitor destination of 
Marlborough sits within a much 
larger “Marlborough inc” cross 
industry pillar regional brand story 
and narrative needs to reflect this. 
We need to collectively leverage 
our industry sector advantages 
aligning visitation, viticulture, and 
marine farming to a higher level.

5

That tourism is a consumer of 
resources and by this recognition 
we can measure the impact, 
care for the environment, ensure 
visitors pay their way and enhance 
community licence. Tourism is 
a primary industry operating 
within a limited environmental 
framework.

6

2

Marlborough  
Inc.

Marlborough should embrace 
and share its many important 
iwi based tales from the past 
promoting te reo as much as 
possible and encouraging visitors 
to explore an authentic culture 
and the natural environment via 
newly created visitor experiences.

7

9

New visitor product 
development opportunities 
abound, however those 
that align with the regional 
strengths should be 
promoted and developed 
firstly.

10
3
That adopting a wider iwi cultural  
partnership approach to environmental  
management will provide a regenerative  
framework for future tourism.

The regional narrative is developed 
further to hang from a “four valleys & 
towns” concept to create a healthier 
visitor industry, enhancing length of stay, 
visitor spend, reduction of environmental 
impact, and spread of economic benefits.

4

The Marlborough 
region needs 
to amplify its 
convenient central 
geographic 
position, leveraging 
seasonality, 
transport access, 
and repeat 
visitation.

8

Kenepuru Sound



Awatere Valley
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18 Key identified 
Marlborough tourism 
industry Strategies
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18 key local tourism industry strategies identified  
by the Marlborough Destination Management Plan

When undertaking research, partner and stakeholder engagement, many key issues, opportunities, and strategies were revealed, 
forming the backbone of actions moving forward to coordinate existing visitor segments, align community wishes, fill visitor 
experience gaps, develop new visitor products, and ensure environmental resilience.

Initial project implementation focus

1
 

Wine visitor strategy – working collectively 
to improve the visitor experience

2
 

Cycle visitor strategy – linking and 
developing existing cycleway 
opportunities

3
 

Continuing the journey to further develop 
meaningful iwi partnerships and 
incorporation of Te Ao Māori based land 
stewardship practices when applied to 
visitor experiences and impacts

4
 

Cruise management strategy – preparing 
for the return of cruise, reduction of 
impact and fair regional dispersal of the 
cruise opportunity

5
 

South Marlborough tourism business 
development plan – assisting with new 
visitor experience developments and 
community engagement

6
 

Seafood visitor experience, access 
improvement, and product 
development strategy

Nydia Track
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7
 

Business and events seasonality strategy 
– focusing on shoulder season events and 
winter conference markets

8
 

Development of valley–based tourism 
community groups and implementation of 
subsequent wider spoked multiday 
regional exploration itineraries 
linking to town hubs

9
 

Marlborough tourism environmental 
framework and guidelines programme – 
including carbon reduction and 
regenerative community outcomes

10
 

Queen Charlotte Track infrastructure 
resilience and additional track options to 
ensure year round delivery and protect 
associated accommodation and 
transport providers

11
 

Participation on a regional level via 
partnership with other major primary 
industry segments to amplify a cohesive 
wider “Marlborough inc.” offering that 
maximises our regions unique elements

Ongoing and medium–term elements

Longer term larger project developments and directional change

12
 

Blenheim, Picton & Havelock town visitor 
experience improvement

13
 

Culture Heritage & Arts – Development of 
the shared community narrative around 
heritage and creativity

14
 

Develop ment of local industry education 
and career path opportunities to address 
staff shortages, skill levels, service delivery 
and improve wage and salary issues 
in the sector  

15
 

Working with local iwi, Waka Kotahi, and 
MDC to improve visitor roading, signage, 
regional narrative interpretation, cycle 
access and safety 

16
 

Marlborough inter–regional partnerships 
strategy – development of destinational 
initiatives throughout Te Tauihu, Kaikoura, 
Te Waipounamu and Aotearoa to leverage 
shared resources

17
 

Transport access strategy – leveraging 
our central location to maximise air, rail, 
road, ferry, cycle, and walking 
opportunities

The Marlborough Sounds Opportunities Project – taking a larger longer–term view inclusive of all parties.

18
 

Marlborough Sounds Opportunity Project 
– Creating a future vision
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1. Wine visitor strategy – working collectively to improve the visitor experience 2. Cycle visitor strategy – linking and developing existing cycleway opportunities

Requirement for more wine visitor data in Marlborough Alignment of current separate cycle pathways under one plan

Development of wine narrative and regional history/story Seek resources to complete cycle ways

Identification of cruise ship and wine opportunities Align cycle experiences with wine tourism

Centralised wine offering – CBD revitalisation, visitor magnet Align cycle experiences with cruise groups

Wine tours operator coordination and capability building Alignment of tourism cycle strategy better with MDC local cycling plan

Wine access – cycleways, mapping, technology, tour options Connectivity of Blenheim CBD as heart of region

Vineyard accommodation development, initiatives, and clusters Use of technology to improve wayfinding, access & quality

Cellar door opening time coordination – rosters / open hours/ use of technology Conversation with MDC and Waka Kotahi about joint signage and safety efforts

Connectivity with conference, theatre, and events via sponsorship Opening of new cycle tour areas – especially for cellar doors

Connectivity points with seafood to promote as a key regional position Ensuring cycle ways connect to external neighbouring regions

Indoor all weather, non–seasonal wine experience option Promotion of cycling as part of low carbon tourism

Alignment of the viticultural sector within the wider Marlborough collective 
environmental aspirations

3. Continuing the journey to further develop meaningful iwi  partnerships and incor-
poration of Te Ao Māori based land stewardship practices when applied to visitor 
experiences and impacts.

4. Cruise management strategy – preparing for the return of cruise, reduction of 
impact and fair regional dispersal of the cruise opportunity.

What is the agreed consensus on historic narrative? How do we handle visitor volumes?

Understand aspirations of each iwi both in community and tourism How do we protect community values?

Common connecting spaces & overlaps How do the Picton and Blenheim experiences look?

Developing visitor experiences around the narrative if acceptable How do we get the various visitor needs to match facilities & spaces?

Growing positive DOC & iwi relations How do ensure wide dispersal of cruise visitor spend?

Te Ao Māori – ideology imbedded into processes Partnerships with cruise sector in the environmental objectives

Identified opportunities for iwi to develop commercialised visitor experiences How can Marlborough take advantage of currently unused facilities that have the 
capability to handle large group volumes?

Opportunities for iwi to share narrative via place names, use of Te reo, signage and 
interpretive media

5. South Marlborough tourism business development plan – assisting with new 
visitor experience developments and community engagement.

6. Seafood visitor experience, access improvement, and product  
development strategy

Whale Trail development Greater profile of the unique seafood amongst Marlborough USPs

Awatere/ Molesworth itinerary Developments on Havelock Marina – axis, short stay, creating an icon setting

Awatere exclusive cycleways Rapid access to marine farm experiences

Loop itinerary via Taylor and Redwood passes Connectivity of seafood and wine via events and packaging

Gardens and farm tours Further development of seafood events

Connectivity to Kaikoura Coast Engagement of the marine farming sector in the environmental space

Adventure – climbing – Tramping rafting – 4WD – Molesworth Activation of iwi aspirations in seafood space for visitors

Play on Hillary narrative

Saltworks & coast experience

Mount Tapuae – O – Uenuku

Community product development assistance
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7. Business and events seasonality strategy – focusing on shoulder season
events and winter conference markets

8. Development of valley–based tourism community groups and implementation  
of subsequent wider spoked multiday regional exploration itineraries linking to 
town hubs.

Focused management of conference and theatre facilities Encourage stay put and longer stay

Partnerships between Marlborough Events Centre & Clubs of Marlborough  
to maximise space

Opening of lesser–known areas – Pelorus and Sth Marlborough

Coordination with accommodation to target bigger conferences and regular calender Development of town centres to support is essential

Alignment of themes to match regionals strengths Full destination status – not pass through

Alignment with transport operators to ease access to region Move to broader offering, not just a day for wine

Promotion of environmentally friendly events sponsored by corporate clients Development of commissionable products and itineraries 

Development of wider offsite venue options Creating destinational depth

Continued targeting of long lead conference bookings New localised appropriate product development

Target new 4+ star hotel with 100 plus rooms to grow capacity Feed into accurate district narrative development

Drive & participate in localised regenerative tourism projects

Look to evolve the local offering and USP in a manner complimentary to the wider 
Marlborough message

Provide a platform for local entrepreneurs and tourism business support

Partner with local iwi to ensure a fulsome story

9. Development of a Marlborough environmental and regenerative
tourism framework including carbon reduction

10. Queen Charlotte Track resilience and alternative track options  
development programme

Implementation of carbon management program Land ownership issues

Identify community projects that tourism can assist Quality of accommodation and range

Discuss lower volume high value DOC relationship

Target high value opportunities Iwi interpretation

User pays & community returns Natural environment management

Experiment in a deeper authentic visitor space Alternative options to broaden offering and to improve resilience

Evolve the DOC, iwi community conversation around visitor impacts & benefits

Adopt internationally recognised framework and programme

Initiated and managed by Destination Marlborough

Adopted throughout Marlborough visitor industry

Self–managed affordable consolidated data and regional overview and carbon 
reduction KPIs by Destination Marlborough

11. Participate on a regional level in partnership with other major primary industry 
segments to amplify a cohesive wider “Marlborough  inc.” offering that maximises 
our regions unique offerings.

12. Blenheim, Picton & Havelock town visitor experience improvement

Connect the dots between major regional economic pillars in terms of the environment Development of focus visitor precinct in Blenheim

More common messaging around our USPs like wine and seafood and visitor 
experiences as a promotional vehicle

Central town visitor exploration mapping and signage

Development of a regional good MOU to work together Linking accommodation and activities

Research common regional wide carbon reduction initiatives Heritage & culture themes

New attraction development for each town centres e.g., seafood wharf for Havelock 
and nautical heritage centre for Picton

F&B and evening access

Alignment of regional strengths with town delivery  
i.e., Seafood – Havelock, Wine – Blenheim
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13. Culture Heritage & Arts – Development of the shared community narrative 
around heritage and creativity

14. Development of local industry education and career path opportunities to 
address staff shortages, skill levels, service delivery and improve wage and salary 
issues in the sector.

Clarification and agreement of iwi, colonial, and 21st C narrative Working closer with local educational organisations to grow lifelong local careers

Collective community view Partnering with wider regional industry sectors to cross skill promoting non seasonal 
year–round employment and wellbeing.

Inclusive – of more recent communities Retention of skill base in the region to raise quality standards

Develop common & cohesive interpretation and signage, Te Reo

A future resolution pathway for community

Target visitor experience projects that start to share these heritage stories –  
Wairau Bar, Pelorus Bridge, Meretoto/Ship Cove

15. Working with local iwi, Waka Kotahi, and MDC to improve visitor roading, 
signage, regional narrative interpretation, cycle access and safety 

16. Marlborough inter–regional partnerships strategy – development of
destinational initiatives throughout Te Tauihu, Kaikoura, Te Waipounamu and 
Aotearoa to leverage shared resources

Signage Confirming itinerary options – Top of South Island

Integration with cycle way Confirming South Island and New Zealand role/position

Amplification of Te Reo and area naming Development of shared themed product options – e.g. cycleways

Roadside interpretations Collective resource sharing – media, data, staff

Roadside way lane parking for views and special spots

Safety

Enhancement of regional dispersal

Development of loops, hoops & itineraries

Inter–regional and national consistency

Specific visitor attraction roadside signage

17. Transport access strategy – leveraging our central location to
maximise air, rail, road, ferry, cycle, and walking opportunities

18. The Marlborough Sounds Opportunities Project – taking a larger longer–term 
view inclusive of all parties.

Maximising central geographic location Future visitor focus of whole Marlborough Sounds

Growing partnership strategies with air, rail, sea, and road partners Landowner and bach owner input

Seasonal alignment, events, packages, conference, to maximise yield and occupancy Commercial developments, transport & accommodation

Industries input, marine farming, forestry, agriculture, fishing

Recreation use management

Landscape values management

Future development zones

Waste management

Biodiversity management, recovery projects



Pollard Park
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Hans Herzog Estate
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9 Targeted new 
visitor product & 
infrastructure projects
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Pelorus
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Targeted new visitor product & infrastructure projects

1
 

Complete – Omaka Aviation Heritage 
Centre product development and 
expansion to drive family, off season, and 
business event markets. 
 
 
 

2
 

Champion – Development of Blenheim 
Rangitāne Culture centre and Wairau Bar 
experience – combining with other 
activations to grow visitation to 
central Blenheim.

3
 

Transform – A wider visitor development 
plan for Waitohi – Picton – from gateway to 
destination – aligning new visitor 
experiences, town spaces, ferry terminal 
facilities, accommodation options, and 
better connectivity to the wider Tōtaranui 
– Queen Charlotte Sound.

4
 

Partner – With local iwi, communities, and 
DOC to explore localised valley based 
regenerative tourism experience 
developments – wrapping around natural 
environment, flora, and fauna 
opportunities– e.g., long tail bat visitor 
experience in Te Hoiere. 

5
 

Coordinate and advise – identifying and 
activating future potential visitor 
experiences, spaces, and precincts in 
central Blenheim. e.g., proposed wine & 
food market offering.

6
 

Develop – Seafood–based visitor 
experiences based around Havelock and 
Pelorus. Connecting seafood and wine 
experiences, transforming Havelock from 
drive–by to destination. 
 

7 
 

Flesh out – Aviation as a wider visitor 
experience, engage with commercial and 
vintage aviation groups and tour 
operators. Leverage climate and existing 
infrastructure, promoting tours, events, 
conferences, education, and agency 
partnerships. Exploring new visitor 
experiences/tours built on aviation  

8
 

Expand – Regional accommodation 
offering via themed clusters vineyard, 
Sounds based, Whale Trail opportunities, 
South Marlborough New 4–star hotel in 
central Blenheim.

9
 

Embrace – new technologies to enable 
better tourism business management – 
e.g., wine tours, cellar door staffing, Ebike 
cycle tours, electric cars etc. 
 
 

Wither Hills, Blenheim
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1. Complete – Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre product development and
expansion to drive family, off season, and business event markets.

2. Champion – Development of Blenheim Rangitāne Culture centre and
Wairau Bar experience – combining with other activations to grow
visitation to central Blenheim.

Easy achieved new regional experiences – the low hanging fruit Amplification of local iwi profile as part of a shared heritage of New Zealand settlement

Existing advanced business case Creating an architecturally significant Blenheim site adding value and magnetism to 
town visitor experience and potential length of stay

An immediate need to house existing collections A safe return of all artefacts and taonga to be cared for

A venue opportunity to boost off season conference marketing Development of Marlborough as a research base

Grow from an attraction of national significance to a world class destination hero 
attraction

A unique visitor experience of national significance

A recent opportunity to be captured – The Smith Collection Wairau bar interpretation – tours? 

A “no brainer” 

Further development of an indoor all–weather family and aviation enthusiast offering

3. Transform – A wider visitor development plan for Waitohi – Picton – from 
gateway to destination – aligning new visitor experiences, town spaces, ferry 
terminal facilities, accommodation options, and better connectivity to the wider 
Queen Tōtaranui – Charlotte Sound.

4: Partner with local iwi, communities, and DOC to explore localised valley based 
regenerative tourism experience developments – wrapping around natural 
environment, flora, and fauna opportunities – e.g., long tail bat visitor experience 
in Te Hoiere.

Nautical heritage centre concept Iwi engagement, narrative, and education

Hot pools concept Future focused Te Ao Māuri approach

Mountain bike park concept Explore new regenerative tourism experience options

Wellness resort concept Activation of new stories and places

Nearby experiences based on water access operators Opportunities for high value & users pays wildlife encounters and natural 
environment experiences with DOC and iwi to provide resources to protect 
endangered species and biodiversity

Contribute and assist as appropriate to the Picton ferry terminal redevelopment 
project lead by Ports of Marlborough

Regenerative tourism opportunity

Advocate for local tourism operators

Work with Community to create suitable balance of visitation and lifestyle – ferry traffic 
and cruise ships

Work with regenerative community environmental groups
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5. Coordinate and advise – identifying and activating future potential visitor  
experiences, spaces, and precincts in central Blenheim. e.g., proposed wine & food 
market offering.

6. Develop seafood–based visitor experiences based around Havelock and
Pelorus. Connecting seafood and wine experiences, transforming Havelock from 
drive–by to destination. 

Bring life to the town growing visitor appeal Wharf side quick eats seafood activations – capturing drive by visitors

Provide facilities for locals and visitors Group evening dining – tour groups, conferences

Accentuate natural features e.g., the river & Library Quick access mussel farms – short time restricted tours

Encourage clusters – creating critical mass Connection location between wine & seafood – a key regional USP

Year–round wine experience – Riverside concept Potential seafood interpretation education experience

Base for hub & spoke exploration Further development of local facility – walkways, signage

A case for further hotel construction and close to existing accommodation Heritage story for Havelock

Promotion of overnight stays and associated accommodation

Increased length of stay

Base camp for Pelorus walking/touring options

7. Flesh out – Aviation as a wider visitor experience, engage with commercial 
and vintage aviation groups and tour operators. Leverage climate and existing 
infrastructure, promoting tours, events, conferences, education, and agency 
partnerships. Exploring new visitor experiences/tours built on aviation.

8. Expand – Regional accommodation offering via themed clusters vineyard, 
Sounds based, whale trail opportunities, South Marlborough New 4–star hotel in 
central Blenheim.

Amplifying the specialist aviation community Themed clusters

Working with Airport and Woodbourne Vineyard collectives to amplify options

Explore investor space Sounds accommodation – more cohesive centralised offering

Lifestyle promotion Whale Trail future needs – where will cyclists stay?

Promoting climate excellent for aviation New Blenheim 4–star Hotel – growing town appeal and additional inventory to grow 
conference sizes

Aviation Heritage and narratives Staff accommodation – community wellbeing and retention

Education, skills, and training in avionics

9. Embrace –new technologies to enable better tourism business management – e.g., wine tours, cellar door staffing, Ebike cycle tours, electric cars etc

Easier access to daily operating wine tours

Daily cellar door openings management – who’s open?

Use of electric bikes and vehicles – reduce travel time, effort, increase distance opening wider access to more cellar doors

Autonomous vehicles for driverless wine tours

Cycleway GPS

Low carbon tourism

Communications, safety, and cell phone coverage in Sounds

Autonomous vehicles for wine exploration – limit drink/drive opportunity

Wairau Valley
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Marlborough Sounds
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Aligning process of 
implementing actions/
strategies & opportunity with 
the MBIE DMP framework



1
 

Using data and community consultancy – 
identified a vision forward

2
 

Evolved the current regional narrative to a 
new level – expanding on our story and 
identifying aligned markets

3
 

Identified new appropriate visitor experience 
and product developments to align and 
accentuate the regional narrative

4
 

Researched visitor access issues and a wide 
range of opportunities

5
 

Confirmed the regional tourism planning 
structure and how the various players and 
stakeholders fit together to achieve 
the wider goals

6
 

Constructed recommendations, strategies 
and projects that provide a clear 
direction forward

7
 

Formed a view around the environmental 
direction underpinned by the Te Ao Māori 
approach that seeks to partner with local iwi 
and the Department of Conservation, align 
with wider regional primary industry, begin to 
measure impacts, and create new visitor 
experiences that can create 
regenerative outcomes

8
 

Sought input from visitor industry, local 
community, iwi, and wider agencies to ensure 
the pathway forward is clear

9
 

Identified the measurements that need to be 
put in place to gauge success – including 
reduction of carbon emissions, increased 
spend and length of stay, reduction of 
seasonality, improvement of access, 
improvement of quality of visitor experience, 
reduction of risk and improvement of 
industry resilience, and expanding the visitor 
offering to include presently non activated 
opportunities

With reference to the MBIE provided destination guidelines, this plan has:

Yealands Dodson St Beer Garden Barewood Garden

Cloudy Bay Coast at Yealands Forrest Estate

Eatwells Lookout Ship Cove/Meretoto Bay of Many Coves
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Project name Outcome Actions Required DMP 16 elements (9)

1.  

1a:
Visitor flow development with hub & 
spoke overlay

Visitation is well spread through region 
via new product developments

• Isolate existing flows
• Gap identification
• Locational product development
• Four key geo community spaces
• Formalising governance structures 

with Four valleys communities 

• Data & research
• Target markets
• Capability & development
• Leadership
• Risk management
• Infrastructure
• Product development

1b: 
Regional Primary Sector Alignment – 
“Marlborough Inc”

Wider sector cooperation
To align region under common brand and 
goals which are backed by regenerative 
and sustainable actions

• Wine sustainability – align with visitor 
expectations

• Seafood sustainability
• Transport – PMNZ, Kiwi Rail
• Holistic Only Marlborough 

• Leadership
• Capability
• Attitudes

1c: 
Marlborough Environmental 
Tourism Framework

Getting local visitor experiences to 
embrace environmental consciousness

• Costs – who pays?
• Iwi/Doc integration
• Community views and input
• Identify key impact spots.
• Tiaki promise, Tourism sustainability 

commitment
• Carbon footprint reduction
• Use of technology

• Strategic fit
• Attitudes
• Environmental
• Leadership
• Capability & development
• Data & research

1d: 
Regenerative Tourism plan

Leaving Marlborough, a better place • DOC
• Iwi
• Positioning tourism as a primary 

industry, now and in the future
• Local pride
• Improved natural environment
• Building long term community support 

• Environmental
• Community attitude
• Product development

1e: 
Iwi amplification in visitor space

Ensuring iwi values and opportunities 
and developed and enhanced

• Understanding iwi aspirations  
and views

• Identify opportunities
• Develop feasibility plans
• Identify sites and stories
• Te Reo usage
• Public art and spaces story telling/

signage
• Ongoing communication channels

• Attitudes
• Environmental
• Brand positioning
• Target markets

1f: 
Wider regional access development

How we ensure visitors can easily get to 
Marlborough

• Aviation – packaging & campaigns
• Rail – low carbon groups opportunity
• Ferry – volumes, price point,  

market growth
• Road – signage, interpretation

• Access
• Infrastructure
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Project name Outcome Actions Required DMP 16 elements (9)

2. Identified Strategies

2a:
Marlborough Cycleway Strategy

Interconnected cohesive set of cycle 
opportunities that allow easy access to a 
variety of visitor experiences

• Identify projects
• Gap analysis
• Wider regional view
• Interregional connectivity
• Renwick, Whale Trail, link pathway, 

central Blenheim, Picton, QCT, Nelson 
Connectivity

• Product development
• Strategic fit
• Infrastructure
• Environmental steward ship
• Access
• Brand positioning

2b: 
Wine tourism strategy

Coordinate wine industry • Cruise product
• Cellar Door coordination
• Technology
• Data development
• Access /cycle
• Central Blenheim hub/gateway
• Explore underused venues

• Product development
• Strategic fit 
• Infrastructure
• Access
• Leadership

2c: 
Developing Seafood as a USP Strategy

Making Marlborough the number one 
seafood destination in NZ

• Havelock initiatives
• Cooking schools
• Sounds fish stocks protection
• Iwi food opportunities
• NMIT – seafood training
• Development of further visitor  

seafood experiences

• Product development
• Environmental

2d: 
Marlborough Cruise Strategy

Well managed cruise sector • Group size & venue match
• Product development
• Picton town planning
• Use of technology to manage
• CBD Blenheim activations
• Crowd & impact management
• Community education and embrace

• Product development
• Community attitude
• Infrastructure
• Risk management
• Capability
• Leadership

2e: 
Seasonality Strategy

How to get more visitors year–round to 
Marlborough

• Conference
• Wet weather attractions
• Year–round attractions
• Utilisation of existing assets
• Events
• Winter focused opportunities.
• Town micro events – winter warmers
• Theatre domestic magnetism
• Packaging/pricing – transport and 

accommodation partners
• Sports as a driver

• Access
• Leadership
• Capability
• Infrastructure
• Strategic fit

2f:
Marlborough Conference and Business 
Events strategy

Marlborough gains national market share 
in meeting sector

• Coordination between Marlborough 
Events Centre and other nearby 
venues

• Clear path with DM & MDC
• Clear overall management
• Accommodation development
• Outside venue options development

• Leadership
• Product development
• Capability
• Strategic fit

2g: 
Development of a sector wide food & 
wine strategy 

Largest producer of wine and farmed 
seafood in NZ
Key unique position

• Development of new visitor product 
that promotes position

• Marketing messages in Destination 
Marlborough that promotes

• Working collectively to bring seafood 
and wine sectors together

• Leadership
• Attitudes
• Risk management
• Capability & development
• Product development

2h: 
Events and Seasons Strategy

Marlborough hosts a range of relevant 
year–round events

• Encouraging collective effort  
amongst operators

• Focusing on seasonal shoulder  
season events

• Select events that back the wider 
regional narrative

• Develop events that utilise current 
infrastructure

•   Target events that are inclusive of 
community pride

• Marketing and promotion
• Target markets
• Seasonality
• Capability
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Project name Outcome Actions Required DMP 16 elements (9)

3. Location Enhancement

3a: 
Central Blenheim visitor experience

Attracting and retaining more visitor 
spend in Blenheim CBD
A facility for both community and visitor
Shifting town narrative– a thriving heart 
of wine and a launch point for exploration

• Spatial exploration paths
• Cluster development
• River integration– Riverside market
• Wine launch point
• Market space
• Narrative & story telling
• Sunny social spot
• SH1 market opportunity
• Conference hub
• Visitor accommodation
• Building on great bones
• Night life offering
• Centrally based long term 

accommodation
• Library/Quay/Raupo activation
• Heritage and the arts

• Product development
• Strategic fit
• Infrastructure
• Access
• Attitudes
• Leadership
• Risk management

3b: 
Havelock town/Pelorus and harbour 
development

Enhance seafood and wine interface.
Accentuate marine farming experience.
Develop historic character of Havelock
Explore evening and overnight options

• Develop seafood tourism sector group.
• Develop associated visitor tour & 

experience product and associated 
infrastructure.

• Coordinate town scape and narrative
• Axis of access
• Amplify the seafood wine connection
• Encourage further accommodations 

• Infrastructure
• Product development
• Access
• Environmental
• Target markets
• Strategic fit
• Brand positioning

3c: 
South Marlborough 
product development journey

Development of new product in southern 
Marlborough to ensure good flow and 
connectivity to wider region

• Whale Trail
• Wineries
• Molesworth
• Kaikoura connection
• Saltworks
• Adventure tourism
• Arts, crafts & creative community

• Strategic fit
• Access
• Infrastructure
• Capability & development

3d: 
Picton and Queen Charlotte Sound
Development strategy

Enhancing visitor experience in Picton 
and connecting easy access to Queen 
Charlotte Sound

• Access to Sounds.
• New Terminal visitor strategy
• New visitor attraction – Picton
• Wider offerings in Sounds
• Environmental protection – local 

groups & iwi
• Picton High Street redevelopment
• High Value low impact new products
• Explore large resort development 

option
• Boating services

• Infrastructure
• Product development
• Access

3e: 
Regional Top of the South partnerships 
and initiatives Strategy

Ensuring the wider region achieves 
deserved market share 

• Nth of Sth Visitor Flows
• Iwi relations
• Collective marketing
• Expansion of footprint – new allies
• Te Tauihu, Te Waipounamu, Kaikoura
• Road journeys, Mt Bike relationships
• General combined business support
• Cultural journeys, Coastal trails
• Event coordination

• Target markets
• (re)Defining the destination.
• Product development

3f:
Kaikoura District Partnership

Working with Destination Kaikoura in a 
more formalised regional arrangement

• Collective International marketing
• Top east of south packaging
• East Coast touring route
• Whale Trail

• Access
• Product development
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Project name Outcome Actions Required DMP 16 elements (9)

4. Product Development

4a: 
Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre
Smith Collection Building Extension

Addition of $3M building extension to 
develop OAHC to next level global visitor 
attraction.

• Sourcing funds 
• Building wider aviation offering
• Associated visitor products
• Alignment of events
• Behind the scenes
• Local success stories
• Scenic flights – Sounds to Nelson 

Lakes & Molesworth
• Woodbourne connection – education

• Product development
• Strategic fit
• Brand positioning

4b:
Rangitane Cultural Centre and Wairau 
Bar site visitor experience

Development of a significant visitor 
attraction in central Blenheim

• Assist with site location.
• Align with MDC central town planning.
• Assist with support and funding 

applications as required by RTO
• Assist in promotion

• Product development
• Strategic Fit
• Nationally unique

4c:
Waitohi/Picton central area new visitor 
attractions

Investigate further work on feasibilities 
already undertaken for Hot pools, 
Heritage Museum.
Mt Bike Park

• Develop full feasibility
• Identify investors/ operator 
• Link to bigger town experience picture
• Iwi inclusive
• Transformation into destination

• Product development
• Strategic fit

4d:
Havelock Seafood F&B visitor hub

Work with industry partners to research 
possible options location and business 
models that can offer short visit seafood 
offering to amplify local strengths

• Liaise with community.
• Secure location
• Undertake feasibility study
• Attract investors

• Product development
• Strategic fit

4e:
Natural environment experience 
enhancement

Highlight & grow the 100% pure natural 
places visitor gems in Marlborough

• Motuara island
• Kaipupu wildlife sanctuary
• Wairau Bar birdlife
• DOC partnership projects
• Mt Richmond
• Queen Charlotte Track
• Nydia Track
• D’Urville Island exploration

• Environmental
• Product development
• Community attitude
• Access

4f: 
Venue Development

Ensuring that Marlborough has the 
backup venue options to support wider 
visitation

• Omaka expansion
• New Hotel
• Havelock and Picton Venues
• Cruise volume venues cross use
• Wine & Food Experience – Blenheim
• Current unused cellar door buildings

• Infrastructure
• Product development
• Seasonality

4g: 
Accommodation Development

Matching demand with supply to 
maximise peak opportunity

• New Blenheim Hotel
• Vineyard accommodation activation
• Accommodation/overnight options in 

Sounds. Unlock more private holiday 
homes as an opportunity

• South Marlborough boutique rural offer
• Whale Trail accommodation needs

• Product development
• Access
• Infrastructure

4f: 
Investment sources

Seeking funding and investors to move 
forward

• MBIE
• MDC
• Feasibility studies
• Private Investors
• Iwi investors
• Crowd funding
• Private Public partnerships PPP

• Capability
• Leadership
• Infrastructure
• Product development
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Project name Outcome Actions Required DMP 16 elements (9)

5. DM Activities 

5a:
Market targeting and development

Targeting the right potential visitor • Domestic
• International
• Sth Island / Nth Island
• Associated flows & Seasonality

• Strategic fit
• Marketing & promotions
• Brand positioning
• Target markets

5b: 
Narrative update

Storytelling and update of Brilliant and 
Only Marlborough documents

• Update in iwi and environmental space
• Revisit Brilliant in new market
• Lifestyle pride of place
• Place brand
• Entrepreneurial ship and creativity 

sectors
• Four valleys and towns message

• Strategic fit
• Product development
• Attitudes
• Access
• Brand positioning
• Destination definition

5c:
Industry coordination

Ensuring connectivity of visitor industry 
sectors

• Cellar door group
• Township and Business Associations
• Sounds operator groups
• Tourism collectives

• Leadership
• Capability

5d:
Good data to drive good decisions

Know our business • MBIE new Data hub
• Use of Market View
• Conference stats
• Operator knowledge

• Data
• Capability
• Leadership
• Success measures
• Risk management

5e:
Future Visitor Information Services  
think tank

How will our visitors gain access to 
information in future

• i–SITE future visitation
• Technology as a localised option
• Story telling connected to product

• Leadership
• Capability
• Marketing & promotion

5f:
Quality assurance systems

How does Marlborough guarantee visitor 
satisfaction?

• Qualmark
• NPS
• Associations
• Education – i.e., lunch & learn

• Capability
• Environment

5g: 
Risk Management

Security for visitors, community, and 
industry

• Destination Marlborough emergency 
plan

• i–SITE and Marlborough emergency 
management alignment

• Wider interrelated plans

• Leadership

Project name Outcome Actions Required DMP 16 elements (9)

6. Local Governance

6a: 
Addressing social welling beings 
associated with tourism

A healthy and happy community • Inter sector employment
• Reduction of seasonality
• Career path
• Four pillars of wellbeing
• Housing

• Capability and development
• Attitudes
• Leadership

6b: 
DOC/Environmental alignment MOU

Ensuring key locations and process 
by enviro agencies align with visitor 
opportunities and expectation

• ID DOC locations
• Align iwi aspiration
• User pays
• Regenerative experiences

• Environment
• Attitudes
• Risk management

6c: 
Marlborough District Council

Growing a strong partnership with local 
government

• Regular councillor updates
• Profile of tourism
• LTP inclusions
• Part of wider economic vision
• DM funded actions & KPIs

• Leadership
• Capability
• Infrastructure
• Community attitudes

6d: 
Technology and tourism

Use of new technology to enable, access, 
and communicate with visitors

• Ebikes and autonomous vehicles
• Communications in Sounds
• Cellar door cloud–based systems

• Product development
• Environmental
• Attitudes

6e: 
Resolution of the Queen Charlotte Track 
access

Consistent reliable and sustainable 
experience

• Land ownership and partnerships 
between DOC and local landowners

• Leadership

6f:
Development of four valleys connection 
points

Clear path of communication by Valleys 
with Destination Marlborough

• Identify key allies in districts
• Connect to existing groups
• Develop new groups

• Leadership
• Attitudes 
• Product development
• Training/ capability
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Queen Charlotte Track
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Appendix
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Interagency alignment
The Marlborough Destination Management Plan seeks to align with 
other strategic plans and agency policies as common concepts and 
directions emerge in our society.

Below are a selection of plans and strategies that reflect aligning 
ideologies and processes that enhance the Marlborough Destination 
Management Plan objectives and will work alongside this 
project’s goals.

1. Department of Conservation –  
Visitor and Heritage Strategy

Objectives:

Protect: New Zealand’s natural, cultural, and historic resources are 
protected and restored to maintain biodiversity, cultural and historic 
values, ecosystem health, landscapes and natural quiet.

Connect: Visitors are enriched and better connected to  
New Zealand’s natural, cultural, and historic heritage.

Thrive: Tangata whenua, regions, and communities’ benefit from 
protecting and connecting visitors with their natural, cultural, and 
historic heritage.

Method:

• An integrated approach to conservation and visitor management

• Varied opportunities for tangata whenua to benefit from visitors to 
public conservation. lands and waters – in particular.

• New Zealanders connect to their natural cultural and 
historic heritage.

• Develop a diverse and consistent range of visitor experiences.

• Build a clear understanding of visitor impacts, behaviours, 
motivations, and expectations.

• Build long term planning and investment capability and capacity.  

• Improve regional and community wellbeing. 

• Work more effectively with others to co–design and implement 
sustainable solutions.

• Build a low emissions and resilient heritage and visitor system.

2. Te Tauihu – Intergenerational Strategy 
– Being Good Ancestors – Tupuna Pono

Reason:

A top of the South Island initiative driven by local iwi covering area 
from Golden Bay to Lake Grassmere.  

A vision to be good ancestors with the wellbeing of the people of  
Te Tauihu at the heart.

Priorities:

• Tackling climate change & regenerative agriculture

• A stronger regional economy

• Clarify regional identity, stories – Te Reo & Culture

• Encourage collaboration for social equity

• Seeking smart housing solutions

• A regional leadership structure

Major Themes:

• Te Ao Tūroa – (Environment)

• Tangata – (People)

• Pūtea – (Economy)

• Papa Whenua – (Infrastructure)

• Rangatiratanga – (Leadership)

3. Kotahitanga Mō Te Taiao Strategy 
(Alliance) – working collectively as one 
for the natural environment

Who:

An alliance formed between District Councils of the Top of the South 
Island that also include Kaikoura and West Coast, with the local iwi 
and Department of Conservation.

Why:

A strategy created to facilitate collective action, enable access 
to funding opportunities that enhance delivery on biodiversity 
outcomes. It is about collaboration, working together to achieve 
shared outcomes that enhance and protect te Taiao –  
Our natural heritage.

Key objectives:

• Native species are thriving.

• Naturally, functioning ecosystems are protected, restored, 
and enhanced.

• Wilderness is sustained.

• People flourish in harmony with nature.

• Ecological connections and resilience are protected, restored, 
and enhanced.

Philosophy:

In Mātauranga Māori – interconnected relationship between the 
spiritual world, natural world, and people.

Co–existence – water, replenished by rain and snow, wind requires 
heat from the earth and vapours and moistures from the oceans.  
All animals and humans require all environments to exist 
and be healthy. Te Taiao (the environment) is critical to the 
sustenance of life.

The interrelationship of people and all living and physical things is 
fundamental to this strategy.
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4. Parliamentary Commissioner for the 
Environment Not 100% – but 4 steps 
closer to sustainable tourism

Background: Pre Covid

• Tourism growth was creating environmental issues

• Long term this would undermine the very thing New Zealand 
tourism is based on

Commissioner Principles:

• Tourism should be treated much the same as any other sector of 
the economy rather than being pre–emptively accorded special 
attention and public subsidy

• The wishes of the communities and mana whenua should be key 
inputs into decisions around tourism developments, particularly 
those that would impose significant increases in environmental 
pressure that then have to be paid for

• Tourists and tourism businesses should pay for the cost of the 
services (including environmental services) they use and the 
environmental impairment they pose

Commissioner suggested 3 routes for reducing environmental 
damage associated with tourism:

• New Zealand could seek to welcome fewer tourists – either 
nationwide or at particular places using demand rationing tools. 
(e.g., taxes, & reduced flights)

• Attempts could be made to decouple the environmental pressure 
from tourist numbers through changes in behaviour and spending 
decisions of individual tourists, or reductions in the footprint 
of the goods and services they consume. (e.g., education and 
decarbonisation)

• The focus could be on investing in system resilience as a way 
of reducing the environmental damage resulting from whatever 
level of visitation and associated pressures emerge. (i.e., as 
has been done to date – more toilets etc, but does not fix the 
underlying issue)

Commissioner suggests mix of charges, regulation, and better 
targeted spending.

5. The Tourism Futures Taskforce – 
Interim and final report December 2020 
– We Are Aotearoa

NZ must:

• Enrich visitors in ways that show genuine care and enable 
lifechanging experiences

• Contribute to the unique essence, culture and health of local 
communities and their places

• Provide meaningful work, and opportunities for those working in 
the industry to develop and grow

• Be enriched by the values of Te Ao Māori

• Improve the health of our natural ecosystems

• Generate durable financial returns and support further 
regenerative development

Issues:

• Value over Volume

• International visitors need to pay for use of infrastructure.

• Infrastructure shortfall

• Freedom camping, driver safety

• A low productivity sector

• Need for more tax revenue to support tourism issues.

• Covid–19 – restart

Marlborough Sounds
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Future states sought

1. A Thriving Industry
• High industry standards

• Controlled supply management

• Efficient competition

• Good employment standards

• Seasonality reduced

• New leadership body established

2. Te Taiao Regenerating
• Tourism Enriching Nature

• Protection and Accessibility – DOC powers

3. Empowering Communities
• Integrated Destination Management Planning – local & national

• Review of local and regional council tourism entities

• Establish a contestable fund to build visitor assets, connect to 
other sectors

• Review funding mechanisms, visitor pays, central or local govt

4. Aotearoa Whakapapa
• Connection – Integrate Te Ao Māori into all visitor economy

• Shift Mindset – Expand Tiaki promise to everyone in NZ

• Social tourism – access to NZ tourism experiences for 
all New Zealand 

5. Navigating Our Future
• Information

• Data

• Innovation

• Research

Iwi approach and philosophy
The concept of Mauri

Life principle, life force, vital essence, special nature, a material 
symbol of a life principle, source of emotions – the essential quality 
and vitality of a being or entity. Also used for a physical object, 
individual, ecosystem or social group in which this essence is located.

The concept of Te Ao Māori

The Māori world view (Te Ao Māori) acknowledges the 
interconnectedness and interrelationship of all living & non–living 
things. The Māori world view (Te Ao Māori) acknowledges the 
interconnectedness and interrelationship of all living and non–
living things.

Te Taiao

Te Taiao is the environment that contains and surrounds us. It has 
four major components:

• Whenua (soil and land)

• Wai (all freshwater bodies and their connections)

• Āhuarangi (climate across time)

• Koiora (all living communities: human, plant, animal)

6. Ministry for Primary Industries – Fit 
for a better World – accelerating our 
economic potential – 2019

Objective:

Aspire to an enriched future by providing the world’s most discerning 
consumers with outstanding, ethically produced food, natural fibres, 
drinks, co– and bioproducts, all sourced from our land and oceans.

Philosophy:

Embracing the Māori concept of Te Taiao, a deep relationship and 
reciprocity with the natural world. The health of the climate, land, 
water and living systems comes first. And when nature thrives so do 
our families, communities, and businesses.

Committed to meeting the greatest challenge humanity faces: 
rapidly moving to a low carbon emissions society, restoring the 
health of our water, reversing the decline of biodiversity and at the 
same timer feeding our people.

Te Taiao, and the health and wellbeing of our communities and 
children for generation to come will be the benchmark of how we 
measure success.

Primary Sector Roadmap:

• Productive

• Sustainable

• Inclusive

Hans Herzog Estate
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7. The New Zealand Government 
Aquaculture Strategy – 2019

View:

“My vision is that New Zealand is globally recognised as a world 
leader in sustainable and innovative aqua culture management 
across the value chain” – Stuart Nash – Minister of Fisheries.

Objectives:

• Aquaculture growth supports regional prosperity

• Aquaculture is protected from and supported in adapting to 
climate change

• Partnering with Māori and communities on opportunities to realise 
meaningful jobs, wellbeing, and prosperity.

• Aligned with UN sustainable development goals

• Continue to improve environmental performance

8. Tourism Sustainability Commitment

Objective:

An Initiative driven by Tourism Industry Aotearoa, with the 
objective to ensure that the industry is sustainable economically, 
environmentally, and socially.

• Ensuring tourism business are financially successful in 
the long term

• Protect and enhance the environment on which tourism 
businesses depend

• Maintain and enhance support for local communities

• Ensure our customers have outstanding experiences with all their 
tourism activities

Launched in 2017, this initiative now has over 1400 
businesses signed on.

The programme is focused on supporting the industry to be 
restorative or regenerative in its interactions with both nature and 
communities. This means moving from minimising harm to making a 
positive contribution. The goal is to ensure tourism gives back more 
than it takes.

FOUR PILLARS:

1. Economic advantage

• Long term business performance and resilience

• Investing to create value, opportunities, and sustainable practices

• Innovating to solve problems and increase productivity

2. The Visitor

• Visitor satisfaction – exceed expectations

• Provide authentic cultural and heritage experiences

• Engaging with guests to ensure they are great visitors

3. The Community

• Attract, support, and develop great employees

• Positive engagement with communities taking a leadership role

• Socially and environmentally sustainable supply chains

4. The Environment

• Contribute toward protecting New Zealand’s environments

• Contribute towards a zero–carbon economy

• Eliminate waste – manging full life cycle of products & services

EMBRACING THE VALUES OF:

• Kaitiakitanga

• Manaakitanga

• Whanaungatanga

Night Market
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9. Tiaki Promise

Shared Kaupapa by Tourism New Zealand, Air New Zealand, 
New Zealand Māori Tourism, Tourism Industry Aotearoa , Local 
Government new Zealand, Tourism Holdings Ltd, and the 
Departments of Conservation. Tiaki means to care for people and 
place. New Zealanders have a special connection to the land and 
want to help visitors travel safely and conscientiously.

Tourism New Zealand has developed a program to inform and 
educate visitors to New Zealand around our expectations of them 
while the visit.

Aimed directly at the consumer, the Tiaki promise is a commitment 
by our visitors to care for our country while here.

The Tiaki Promise asks:

• Care for land, sea, and nature, treading lightly and leaving no trace

• Travel safely, showing care and consideration for all

• Respect culture, travelling with an open heart and mind

Succinctly put:

• Drive carefully

• Be prepared

• Show respect

• Protect nature

• Keep New Zealand clean

10. Qualmark –  
Quality assurance programme

Objective:

Qualmark provides evidence that a tourism business has been 
independently validated as a quality tourism offering. It provides 
instant recognition for customers that the business will deliver a 
quality experience.

The concept behind Qualmark is that it provides tourism businesses 
with a structure to review their operation from an external 
perspective, looking at systems processes, business planning to 
create a more consistent product. It helps operators provide a more 
polished visitor experience, prioritise where investment needs to be 
made, identify areas for improvement and keep them up to date with 
industry developments and visitor expectation.

Providing a one–on one visitor advisor to externally evaluate the 
business within a set framework or areas, Qualmark also provides 
visitors with confidence that the product has been externally audited 
and meets minimum requirements.

Key Criteria: Areas considered for the Qualmark Sustainable 
Tourism Business Award. 

Economic:

• Operations manuals, marketing plan, reservations and payments 
systems, business planning, asset register and maintenance plan

Social and People:

• Job management, service standards and product knowledge, staff 
training, customer feedback processes, team culture, community 
engagement/social licence, industry engagement

Environment & Culture:

• Energy and resource usage, discharge and waste management, 
customer and staff engagement, investment, and enhancement 
of operating environment, hosting of other cultures, 
embracing Manaakitanga

Health & Safety and Wellness:

• Reporting and recording, investigating, and improving H&S, staff 
engagement, participation, and training. Leadership, staff wellness

Assessments are based on sector specific criteria – e.g., Kayaking, 
motels, bus operator with additional criteria being applied. 

Brancott Estate Saint Clair Vineyard Estate
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Key Findings from visitor flow analysis – Study by Dr David Ermen

Between December 2020 and February 2021, Destination 
Marlborough engaged Dr David Ermen of Destination Capacity 
to undertake a regional wide study of current visitor flows. Over 
this period a series of stakeholder and community workshop and 
individual interviews were undertaken throughout Marlborough. 
From this qualitative study the author was able to construct a set 
of over eighty flows and hots spots used by various visitor groups 
in Marlborough.

The findings from this study provide the Destination Management 
Plan with a wide set of insight about areas of high or low use, and the 
nature, style, motivations, and seasonality of travel. The study has 
highlighted the issue that much of Marlborough travel focuses just 

around the Wine and Sounds offerings and that there is room to grow 
and expand product to the wider region giving depth to the visitor 
experience and dispersal of economic gains wider.

“Tourists are mostly unaware of destination boundaries and see the 
destination differently depending on the purpose of their trip and 
their intentions. As tourists move through destinations, they activate 
networks of providers to create their tourism experience – they 
oversee their own itinerary. Likeminded tourists make up strategic 
flows that have predictable patterns and tracking these flows allows 
for better decision making.”

* Visitor flow report of Destination Marlborough – Dr David Ermen

Feast Marlborough/Friday Night Feast
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Study Findings

Likeminded tourists make up strategic flows that have predictable 
patterns and tracking these flows allows for better decision making.

80 Flows were identified in the Marlborough region.

• 5 Business travel flows

• 42 leisure travel flows

• 31 Event travel flows

• 2 Temporary resident flows

Most flows were year–round with a peak summer activity; however, 
many business flows were off season. Event flows many have been 
interrupted by Covid and international leisure travel was distorted 
due to Covid–19

“The overview map* shows all the flows recorded on maps during 
the workshops. These include daytrips as well as overnight stays. 
Most people seem to stay in Blenheim or the Marlborough Sounds 
and then travel out from there. Most of the activities centre on 
the Marlborough Sounds or the wine region around Blenheim. 
Another cluster is in the South of Marlborough, around Seddon 
and the Awatere Valley, and this receives traffic passing through 
from Canterbury.”

* Map page 131

* Visitor flow report of Destination Marlborough – Dr David Ermen

The study initially identified potential future flows to consider in 
forward planning which included the Whale Trail, Link Pathway and 
potential iwi tourism opportunities that may change how some 
visitors engage with the region.

There were definite links between active pursuits like hiking, cycling 
and the food and wine element as part of the region.

The flow analysis work identified three distinct regions which align 
well with wider thinking in the community – geo–space – visitor valley 
ideas outlined in other parts of the plan.

• Marlborough Sounds – Pelorus and Queen Charlotte

• Blenheim Area – Wairau

• Southern Marlborough – Awatere, Seddon, Ward & Molesworth

1. Marlborough Sounds Flows

Usually starting with Picton or Havelock and disperse into the 
Sounds – either to commercial operations like the Queens Charlotte 
Track or Bay of Many Coves etc. Access by boat dictates.

Some road access but limited to bach owners and locals due 
to windy roads.

Many visitors pass through this area via Picton and do not get out 
into the Sounds themselves. 

2. Blenheim and Wairau

“This is the centre of Marlborough’s wine country and many of 
the attractions revolve around cellar doors and related activities. 
Blenheim or Renwick are the main staging areas for the vineyards 
around Blenheim. Visitors are dependent on cars to travel around 
because cycle lanes and public transport are not readily available. 
With Blenheim as the regional capital, this is also where most 
of the business flows, events, and conferences happen. This 
provides a healthy balance of different types of flows that travel for 
different reasons.”

* Visitor flow report of Destination Marlborough – Dr David Ermen

3. South Marlborough

“Southern Marlborough is on the main road from Christchurch, 
which is one of the key source markets for Blenheim, so there is an 
opportunity to offer something on the way. When cruise ships dock 
in Picton, some of the shore excursions make it this far south too. 
The area is still less developed in terms of tourism activities but with 
Awatere Valley wine, Southern Marlborough flows to Molesworth 
station, the Whale Trail development, and other initiatives, there 
is potential for this part of the region to play a bigger part in the 
tourism offering.”

* Visitor flow report of Destination Marlborough – Dr David Ermen

From this study with the wider community and industry stakeholders 
the following ideas and issues were identified.

Collaboration of offering could improve resource use and gain a 
bigger bang for the buck throughout the entire region

• Need to align wider industry sectors like wine to tourism

• More potential to offer local delicacies to visitors

• Evening dining options could be better

• Communities not collaborating as much as they could

Cape Campbell
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Visitor access to Marlborough is an issue

While Marlborough is in the heart geographically of New Zealand 
the challenges of distance and water makes it somewhat harder to 
access than imagined

• Interrupted cruise volumes since Covid have changed 
business for some

• Drive time from Christchurch and quake disruption since 2016

• Air travel down from pre Covid but recovering, connectivity to key 
markets still limited

• Rail access – seasonally limited, and event limited

• Ferry access – high volumes, will grow, large amount of 
non-stop through flow

Transport & connectivity issues within the region remain 
a problem. While visitors are in the region – how do they get 
around easily?

• Not easy to get around Blenheim once there without a car

• Public transport limited

• Transport to vineyards difficult without car or going on tour

• Cycle ways – not as safe as could be

• Wider projects like the Whale Trail and Link Pathway could help 
build connectivity. Ebikes opening longer distance

• Road speed reductions to Nelson could have effect

• Lack of clarity of Sounds transport options

• i–SITE role in transport to help fill gaps is key

Opportunity to grow domestic visitation via events and stay put 
option marketing

• More opportunity to connect local districts, depending on visitor 
type, length of stay etc

• Stop–off, not through flow to elsewhere – stay put– not transit

• Events as a driver of experiences & return visitation

• Collaboration with Nelson to access domestic visitation and 
connect to wider Sth Island journeys

Flows could benefit from more working together, development of 
new product, better understanding, and communications.

• Leadership from Destination Marlborough via ongoing visitor 
industry collaborations

• Capacity building – attractions, accommodation

• More research of visitor journeys

• Web development – Destination Marlborough improving 
messaging on flows

Sustainability and environmental protection have become an 
issue for the community.

• Destination Marlborough can champion sustainability

• Outdoor environment preservation is seen as important

• Social license and cultural integrity need to be managed 

• Collaboration of primary sectors could improve

• DOC partnerships could be further developed to connect people 
to heritage and ecosystems

• Cross industry alignment throughout the Marlborough region

Seasonality needs to addressed to ensure consistency of delivery, 
business viability and staff retention.

• Using business events to reduce seasonality – conference & 
meeting market

• Developing new leisure events in low periods

Changing consumption preference have occurred during the 
current Covid boarder closers

• Nearly all domestic travelers currently

• Guided/non guided – Kiwis do their own thing

• Short & long lead bookings – Kiwis book late

• Self–planning FIT versus pre booked itinerary – Kiwis DIY

• This is a challenge for more complex products like Queen 
Charlotte Track

The Ermen report recommended Destination Marlborough can 
work towards a wider collaborative approach with local visitor 
industry operators.

• Develop coaching plans – training programs

• Develop regional operator capacity – collaboration

• Strategic product development – fill the gaps

• Connect regional industries – same voice, one region

• Drive sustainable innovation – a regional sustainability strategy

• Event flow assessment

Havelock Mussel Festival
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Flows that connect the districts 
within the region will assist with wider 
distribution of visitors and better 
economic returns

Marlborough is a centralised region that is criss–crossed by multiple 
visitor flows – as outlined by the report undertaken by Dr David 
Ermen and MarketView data.

This allows for the opportunity to connect multistep experiences 
in the four districts allowing for wider visitor time capture, increase 
length of stay and subsequent spend.

Itinerary examples:

Picton – Nelson (travellers coming south off ferry)

Picton – Queen Charlotte Sound – Havelock –  
Pelorus Sound – Pelorus Bridge – Rai Valley – Nelson

Picton – Christchurch

Picton – Queen Charlotte Sound – Wairau/Blenheim –  
South Marlborough – Kaikoura/ Hanmer Springs – Christchurch

Christchurch – Nelson

Christchurch – Kaikoura – South Marlborough –  
Wairau/Blenheim – Pelorus/ Havelock – Nelson

Wellington – West Coast

Wellington – Picton – Queen Charlotte –  
Blenheim /Wairau – Nelson Lakes – West Coast

Hub & Spoke Marlborough

Day 1:   Blenheim – Wairau Valley – wine

Day 2:  Queen Charlotte – Picton – Sounds exploration overnight out in 
Sounds

Day 3:  Pelorus / Havelock – Pelorus bridge or mail boat, wildlife

Day 4:  Southern Marlborough – day trip to Nth Molesworth & vineyards

Wither Hills Winery
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Overview of flows 
imposed on one map

Cruise Ship Flow

Queen Charlotte  
Track Users
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Girls’ hen parties  
– Nelson

Boat Bach  
owner’s access

International  
Wine Tours
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Te Araroa Trail

Whale trail

Cultural touch points
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South Marlborough

Mills Bay Mussels  
Trip from Nelson

 2 Night stay 
 in Marlborough
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Conference Groups

Weekend wine  
from Wellington
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